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RE-DOPPING
By Tom Mitchell, Mitchell Jewelry Studio 
http://www.mitchelljewelrystudio.com/

Re-dopping is one of those things that almost all 
of us have to learn. The need for this skill is the 
result of one of those “Oh, swear word, swear 

word!!!” moments when your stone decides to fly off 
the dop and across the room. In almost every case the 
stone ends up damaged to some extent, with a chip 
or a crack somewhere on the stone. Once you have 
stopped swearing and retrieved the stone, examine it 
very carefully to see if it would be worth rescuing. If 
it has only a few small chips on it and you will have 
enough material remaining to finish the cut, then you 
should re-dop it and re-cut it to eliminate the chips. 
On the other hand, if it is too far gone to rescue, then 
put it in a small container and keep it for the future 
occasion where you may need smaller pieces of the 
same material for another project.

If you only had a few facets on the stone when it 
came off, going through all of the following proce-
dures is somewhat pointless so just start over as if it 
were a new piece of rough.

STONES COME OFF THE DOP FOR A NUMBER OF 
REASONS
1. Either the stone or the dop were not properly 

cleaned before initial dopping, 

2. The wax or glue was not properly applied or al-
lowed to set, 

3. You pressed down too hard on the stone trying to 
get it to cut faster, 

4. An edge of the stone came in contact with some-
thing on the lap, 

5. You swiped the stone so wide it came off of edge of 
the lap or 

6. You lost control of the quill so that the stone im-
pacted the lap or something else on the machine. 

Regardless of what happened, you will need to get the 
stone back on a dop so that you can finish it. The two 
basic scenarios that are covered below are re-dopping 
a stone that came off he dop while you were working 

on the pavilion and re-dopping a stone that came off 
the dop while you were working on the crown.

SPECIAL NOTE: If your machine uses keyed dops, 
and if it is possible to disregard or override the key, 
you should do so for this process. Whenever you use 
your vernier axis adjustment (index gear cheater) while 
cutting or polishing a stone, you should always bring 
it back to the original calibrated zero setting before 
you transfer or before you start another stone. The 
initial zero vernier setting on your machine should 
be calibrated so that when you transfer your stone, 
you have very little adjustment to make in order to 
realign a stone. However, with re-dopping, the chance 
is much greater that your stone will not be exact-
ly where it was before it came off the dop and the 
required adjustments will probably be much greater. 
These adjustments may even be beyond the capability 
of your cheater. Besides, such large changes to your 
vernier axis adjustment leave the possibility of loosing 
or throwing off your original calibrated zero setting. It 
will be easier during the realignment process if your 
dop can rotate freely in the quill rather than relying on 
the keyed feature.

RE-DOPPING TO CONTINUE WORKING ON THE 
PAVILION

FOR DOP WAX
If you dop with wax you can usually get the stone pret-
ty close to where it was before. If you were working on 
the pavilion here is an easy way to get started.

1. First, try not to disturb the wax on the stone or the 
dop too much. The remaining wax will help you 
get the stone pretty close to where it was before.

2. Now place the dop with the wax in your transfer 
jig with the wax facing inward.

3. Then get a cone dop or a v-dop if you are working 
on a gem with a keel rather than a cullet or point. 
The cone or V-dop should be large enough to hold 
most of the cut stone pavilion in it for stability, 
especially if the pavilion is incomplete.
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4. Put the cone dop or V-dop in your transfer jig 
with the cone or V facing the other dop.

5. Turn the transfer jig on end so that the cone or V 
is on the bottom facing upward. Do not put wax in 
or on the cone or V-dop because you want it to re-
lease as soon as the process is finished, and besides 
you aren’t transferring at this point.

6. Place the pavilion of you stone in the cone or V 
with the waxed portion or temporary table facing 
the waxed dop.

7. Carefully bring the waxed dop to the stone and 
line up the wax on both pieces so that the break-
age lines or seams match up as closely as possible. 
Then press them together.

8. When you have the two pieces together and the 
seams are almost perfectly lined up, get out your 
torch or oil lamp and heat the dop till the wax 
flows. Keep pressure on the wax dop to make sure 
it fits firmly against the stone. You should be pret-
ty close to where you were before.

9. With the dop still hot you may want to add a little 
wax to the side of the dop to give more support at 
this point. Make sure that you continue to heat the 
dop till the wax flows leaving a concave connec-
tion at the stone-dop interface. If the wax is still 
convex, looking like it is rolling down to the stone, 
it has not resulted in a good connection and the 
stone could come off again. Continue heating the 
dop till you have a concave wax interface.

10. Once the wax, the stone and the dop are cool, 
remove them from the transfer jig and prepare to 
start faceting again.

FOR SUPER GLUE OR EPOXY
If you used super glue or epoxy you can use a similar 
method with the transfer jig and cone or V-dop to 
reset your stone, but of course without the flame. 

But before you begin the process you have to remove 
all glue residue from the stone and the dop. You 
should not try to add more glue to the super glue or 
epoxy, because you will end up with a poor bond. Any 
adhesives that are left over on the stone or the dop, 
should be considered contaminated and the stone and 
dop should be completely cleaned before trying to 
re-dop.

For super glue you can soak the dop and stone in 
acetone for 24 hours. For epoxy soak the stone and 

dop in Attack or Formbys Paint Remover, which both 
contain methylene chloride, for 24 hours. Do this 
soaking in a sealed glass container. When the soaking 
process is completed, use jeweler’s tweezers, forceps 
or a 3 or 4 prong gem holder to remove the stone and 
dop from the solvent and place them on a clean cloth. 
Wipe them with the clean cloth. Be careful not to get 
the methylene chloride on your hands. 

After you have dried the stone and dop, wash your 
hands with soap and water to get any solvent residue 
off of you and to remove any excess body oil from 
your fingers. Be careful not to touch the surfaces that 
you are about to re-glue with your fingers, which may 
leave oil residue from your fingers that will hinder the 
bond. You may also want to clean the stone and dop 
with alcohol (denatured or isopropyl) to ensure that all 
residual contamination is removed.

1. Start by placing your flat dop in the transfer jig 
with the flat surface facing inward.

2. Place a cone or V-dop in the opposite side of the 
transfer jig with the cone or V facing the flat dop.

3. Stand the transfer jig up so that the cone or V dop 
are facing upwards.

4. Place your stone, pavilion down, in the cone or V 
dop.

5. Bring your stone and flat dop together so they are 
touching slightly.

6. Turn your transfer jig over so that the flat dop in 
on the bottom of the stone. Apply super glue or 
epoxy around the junction of the flat dop and the 
stone

7. Turn the stone back and forth a couple times to 
allow the adhesives to work its way between the 
stone and the dop

8. Now before the adhesives set up, eyeball the stone 
to try to line it up to where you think it should be.

9. Put pressure on the flat dop to make sure it comes 
into good contact with the stone and keep the 
pressure on till the stone is secure.

10. If you are using super glue, at this point I rec-
ommend that you use the gel form of super glue 
and lay down a bead or collar around the dop at 
the stone/dop interface to give the connection a 
little more support. Super glue usually only takes 
a few seconds to create a bond. But, I usually give 
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super glue 30 minutes to set up before I remove 
the dopped stone from the jig and I would not try 
faceting for about 12 hours to allow the bond to 
cure completely.

11. With epoxy I would give it 12 to 24 hours depend-
ing upon manufacturers recommendations, before 
you remove the dopped stone from the jig.

RE-DOPPING TO CONTINUE WORK ON THE CROWN

FOR DOP WAX
If your stone came off while working on the crown the 
process is a bit easier if you were using dop wax. There 
should still be wax in the cone or V-dop with the 
impression of your pavilion still in it. If so, follow the 
procedure for re-dopping with wax. 

1. First, try not to disturb the wax on the stone or 
on the dop too much. The remaining wax will 
help you get the stone pretty close to where it was 
before.

2. Now place the cone dop with the wax in your 
transfer jig with the wax facing inward, as if you 
were going to transfer the stone.

3. Then get a flat dop and put it in the transfer jig 
with the flat head facing the other dop. If you 
didn’t have a table cut on the stone when it came 
off, use a cone or V-dop instead to hold the stone 
in place.

4. Turn the transfer jig on end so that the cone or 
V-dop is on the bottom and the impression of the 
stone faces upward.

5. Now place your stone, pavilion down, in the cone 
or V-dop and carefully try to line up the fracture 
lines or seams on the stone with the correspond-
ing lines or seams on the dop.

6. When you have the two pieces together and the 
seams are almost perfectly lined up, press the dops 
together to provide support to the stone.

7. Get out your torch or oil lamp and heat the cone 
or V-dop only till the wax flows. Keep pressure 
on the dops to make sure they fit firmly together 
against the stone and you should be pretty close to 
where you were before.

8. With the dop still hot you may want to add a little 
wax to the side of the dop to give more support at 
this point. Make sure that you continue to heat the 
dop till the wax flows leaving a concave connec-

tion at the stone-dop interface. If the wax is still 
convex, looking like it is rolling down to the stone, 
it will not result in a good connection. Keep heat-
ing the dop till the wax flows to form a concave 
connection.

9. Once the wax, the stone and the dop are cool, 
remove them from the transfer jig.

FOR SUPER GLUE
Unfortunately, if you used super glue you will not 
be able reuse it even if it is still in the cone or V-dop, 
because something interfered with the glue and you 
will have to start all over again with new super glue. If 
the glue isn’t in the dop but on the end of your stone, 
then you hadn’t cleaned the cone or V-dop enough 
before you used it. If the super glue is in the dop but 
not on the stone, then there was something on the 
stone that prevented bonding or the super glue soaked 
up enough water to release the stone. Either way you 
have to clean the stone and dop and start all over. Soak 
your stone and dop in acetone for 12 to 24 hours till 
the super glue completely releases from both surfaces. 
Do the soaking in a sealed glass jar.

For binding the stone to the cone dop I recommend 
that you use the gel form of super glue only.

1. Put your cone or V-dop in the transfer jig and 
stand the jig up so that the cone or V-dop is facing 
up. Fill the cone dop with gel super glue. If you are 
using a V-dop, place tape around the V portion of 
the dop to create a dam before putting super glue 
up to the top edges of the V-dop.

2. Insert your stone, pavilion down into the cone or 
V-dop.

3. Put a flat dop in the other side of the transfer jig 
and bring it down in contact with the stone

4. Maneuver your stone into a position that looks 
close to where it should be while keeping pressure 
on the dops to make sure that the flat dop is flat 
on the crown. Be careful not to get the super glue 
on your skin, because it will bond instantly leaving 
your hand attached to what ever is on the other 
side of the super glue.

5. Before the glue sets release the pressure slightly on 
the flat dop to allow the glue to expand as it cures. 
This will prevent possible displacement of the 
stone during expansion of the glue.
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FOR EPOXY
As with super glue, if the stone and dop separated, 
something interfered with the bond. You will have to 
remove the remaining glue, and start all over after you 
have cleaned the stone and the dop. Soak both items in 
methylene chloride for 12 to 24 hours till the glue has 
dissolved. Remove the stone and dop from the solvent 
and wipe them with a clean cloth, being careful not to 
get solvent on you and not to transfer oil from your 
fingers to the surfaces that you will be re-gluing. Wash 
our hands with soap and water and dry with a clean 
towel before you go further.

1. Put your dops in the transfer jig facing each other.

2. Turn the jig on its side so that the clean cone or 
v-dop is facing up.

3. Mix your epoxy by putting down equal lines of 
party A and part B next to each other on a piece of 
paper.

4. Sprinkle some cream of wheat dry flakes over the 
epoxy lines. Lift the paper up and blow off any 
excess cream of wheat. Then mix the epoxy parts 
together with a knife or thin flat tool till you have 
an even consistency. The cream of wheat will not 
affect the holding power of the epoxy. Instead it 
provides spaces for the epoxy to expand and con-
tract during the curing process and it also allows 
solvent to get into the cone or V-dop allowing the 
epoxy to dissolve quicker when you are ready to 
remove your finished stone.

5. Fill your cone with the epoxy mix.

6. Place the pavilion of the cleaned stone in the cone 
dop.

7. Press the dops together so that they support the 
stone.

8. Maneuver the stone into the position where it 
looks about right.

9. Slightly release the pressure on the flat dop to 
allow for expansion and then allow the glue to set 
for 24 hours.

10. You can wipe any excess epoxy or super glue from 
the dop while it is drying with a rag or paper towel 
soaked in acetone.

REALIGNING YOUR STONES AND GETTING 
RESTARTED
Once you have your stones re-doped, you will need to 
realign them. If you had girdle facets already cut on 
the stone, then you can use one of the girdle facets for 
this process. If not, you can use any large facet on your 
stone for this procedure.

REALIGNING THE STONE AT A GIRDLE FACET
1. Set the quill angle at 90 degrees and your index 

gear to the first position indicated on your facet-
ing diagram for the pavilion. Quite often this is 96 
on a 96 index gear.

2. Put a master lap, a ceramic lap or your flattest lap 
on your lap platen and secure it down.

3. Insert your dopped stone into the quill and leave it 
loose so that it will rotate.

4. Lower your faceting head down so that the stone 
gently rests on the lap to avoid chipping vulnera-
ble edges.

5. Lightly rock the stone back and forth on the lap 
till you feel a solid and non-moving position. 
Now, with one finger, firmly press the stone flat on 
the lap.

6. Lock or tighten the dop in the quill with your 
other hand.

7. Now lift the quill up off the lap and place a piece 
of clean paper down on the lap.

8. Take a black or blue Sharpie marker or felt pen 
and paint the facet that was just touching the lap.

9. Lower the quill back down so that the stone rests 
on the piece of paper.

10. Raise the faceting head up just slightly using your 
minute height adjustment or vertical cheater to 
compensate for the thickness of the paper.

11. With the stone barely touching the paper move 
it gently back and forth. If there is still some ink 
on the facet then you will need to use the minute 
index gear adjustment or cheater and repeat the 
process till all of the ink comes off on the paper 
evenly. You may need to apply the ink again to the 
facet after making an adjustment, to ensure that 
you have it as perfect as possible.

12. Since not all girdle facets may be perfect at this 
stage, feel free to use this procedure to check other 
girdle facets. You may find that other girdle facets 
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will vary substantially and you will have to choose 
the setting that brings you closest on the greatest 
number of girdle facets. A subsequent re-polishing 
of all of them will ensure that they will all match 
perfectly at the end.

REALIGNING THE STONE AT ANY FACET EXCEPT A 
GIRDLE FACET
1. Set the quill angle to the angle that the stone 

was when it came off the dop or to an angle that 
corresponds to one of the larger facets on the 
stone. What ever facet you choose make sure that 
not only the quill angle is correct but the index 
position corresponds to the quill angle on the gem 
design. In other words, if one of the largest facets 
is at index position 96, make sure that you set 
the quill angle to the quill angle indicated on the 
design for that index position.

2. Put a master lap, a ceramic lap or the flattest flat 
lap on the platen and tighten it down.

3. Insert the dopped stone in the quill and secure it 
in place so it doesn’t slide out.

4. Place a piece of clean paper on the lap.

5. Lower the faceting head with the quill set at the 
desired angle till the stone barely touches the 
paper.

6. Lift the quill and paint the intended facet with 
magic marker or felt pen, then lower the stone 
back down onto the paper.

7. Before you begin to swipe the stone back and 
forth, loosen the dop in the quill and rock the 
stone back and forth on the paper till you feel it 
is resting flat. Then re-secure the dop so it can’t 
move or turn.

8. Now swipe the stone gently across the paper and 
check to see if the ink has been rubbed off.

9. If there is still some ink on the facet then you will 
need to use the minute index gear adjustment or 
cheater and repeat the process till all of the ink 
comes off on the paper evenly. You may need to 
apply the ink again to the facet after making an 
adjustment, to ensure that you have it as perfect as 
possible.

ALMOST DONE!
Once you have realigned your first facet, you now have 
a starting point to begin re-cutting the stone. Even 

though you have one facet lined up it doesn’t mean 
that you have them all lined up. What you need to do 
at this point is re-cut and re-polish all the rest of the 
facets that you have already cut so that your stone is 
again symmetrical. Of course you will want to re-cut 
the stone anyway to eliminate any chips or cracks that 
might have occurred when the stone first went flying.

It is a tedious process but it is the only way to make 
it work. Just be a little more careful while cutting this 
time, maybe use a little less pressure. Keep your finger 
in contact with the stone while you cut and polish so 
you can feel any unusual vibrations or heat build up. 
Check your stone frequently. When cutting or pol-
ishing make sure that the lap is turning in a direction 
away from the point of the stone or facet. Be patient 
and take more breaks so you don’t get fatigued or 
loose focus. The re-cutting process will take a lot less 
time than the original cutting took, because you are al-
ready really close to where you were before. But most 
important enjoy the process. You just saved a stone! ◆

URGENTLY NEEDED!

Articles, diagrams, photos… basically anything 
that can be placed into this publication. Please 
email them to:

HOWARD R. BROMLEY, EDITOR

 hrbmd22@gmail.com 
or 

 editor@usfacetersguild.org
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
by Will Smith

Can you believe we are 
approaching the middle 
of the year? Where does 
the time go?

First let me remind you that 
the deadline for submitting 
your stone for this year’s USFG 
competition is getting close.  
Jeff Ford needs to receive it by 
June 20th.  Each of you should 

have given it a go; you will learn so much.  It gives 
you the opportunity to have your work judged where 
you see what improvements are needed to score 100.  
Remem-ber, to certify as a Novice you only need a 
score of 85 and to move up, a score of 90.  It's not all 
that hard and will make you feel good to become 
certified.  All three Heart designs give you great 
looking stones.  If you don't make the deadline, cut 
the design anyway and get started earlier next year.  
Go to http://www. usfacetersguild.org/
docs/2014SSCAnnounce.pdf for more information.

I want to report that USFG will be providing a 3 day 
Faceters Frolic event, first in July during the Franklin 
Gem Show at the same location as FFF6.  Go to http://
franklinfacetersfrolic.com/ for more information.  
Also, next year USFG will be providing a 3 day Fac-
eters Frolic in Tucson leading up to the OPLC's Hob 
Nob.  Both should offer faceting classes, programs, 
demos and outstanding dealers.  We hope to work 
with other Guilds and Gem Clubs to promote faceting 
events in other locations, so let us know if your Guild 
or Club is interesting in working with USFG.

USFG's support of these events should let you 
know that your membership is important for the 
future of the hobby.  The USFG's goal is to do what we 
can to create new interest and excitement in faceting 
guilds and gem clubs.

We are working on changes to the USFG By-Laws 
and will be asking you as a member to vote to ap-

prove them soon.  Mid year we hope to have a plan 
for changes to the USFG website.  We want to make it 
the "Yellow Pages" for Faceting with a one stop place 
to find information and links to learn about and help 
improve faceting skills.

With USFG becoming more involved in the Frank-
lin and Tucson events, I want to say thanks to Roy 
Kersey and Tom Maxwell for all their work done in 
past years on the Franklin Faceters Frolic.  Just as 
important is Roger Dery for all the work he did to get 
the programs started at Tucson.  It takes a lot of time 
and expense for these dedicated volunteers and their 
staff to put these events together.   No one gets paid for 
their time and expense, so remember to say thanks to 
all the volunteers.  Feel free to contact Tom Maxwell if 
you want to volunteer your time at one of the events.  
Also feel free to contact Tom or myself with sugges-
tions for programs and speakers.  More to come on 
both events.

Speaking of events.  You hear how everything is big 
in Texas, and this year's Texas Faceters Guild Topaz 
Day was BIG.  It was held in Austin at the Gem Club's 
great facility where they were holding their annual 
Swap Meet.  Chuck McCoy saw that we had great 
food, good deals and wonderful programs.  It should 
be on your list of things to do next year.  It is a place 
to rub elbows with some great faceters.

I want you as a member to feel free to contact 
the members of the Board or myself with ideas and 
suggestions to improve how we promote faceting 
around the world.  It is your Club, we work for you, so 
continue to give us your support and feedback.  You 
will find email contacts for each of us at:  http://www.
usfacetersguild.org/

Have a great one, 
Will Smith

Will Smith
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EDITOR'S CORNER
by Howard Bromley, MD, MBA

Ah, yes… writers’ block. 
How well I know thee. 
There are many times 

that I sit in front of my comput-
er, ready to write, and… noth-
ing comes out. But wait! I can 
receive gratis assistance from my 
wife, Victoria. She is a published 
author (see www.victoriahouse-
man.com) and can be very help-

ful, especially when I’m at a loss for words.
Her advice for my current dilemma: “Write about 

what you know, what you feel.” Seems simple enough. 
OK, so here goes…

I know that the USFG has a very experienced mem-
bership. I have personally met many of you at formal 
meetings, by phone or by email. If I could harness a 
mere 5% of your combined knowledge, I would be-
come a Grand Master in no time!

I know that we have a wonderful Newsletter. (Yes, 
I can be a bit egotistical and show my peacock feath-
ers on special occasions). I have been blessed with a 
wonderful Assistant Editor. I gather all of the articles 
and edit them. Derik Johnson puts it all together into 
the Newsletter that you now see. And, if I must say so 
myself, it is one great e-magazine!

As a matter of fact, this Newsletter is jam-packed 
with plenty of material, both original and re-pub-
lished. One perk of being the Editor is that I receive 
and read almost all of the other newsletters from 
Guilds and groups around the world, including Aus-
tralia, South Africa and The United Kingdom. What a 
great opportunity! And, as a plus, we have all agreed to 
re-publish any article of interest into our own news-
letters. That’s why you will see such great articles such 
as John Broadfoot’s “Varieties of Garnets”, and many 
others.

I know that the USFG Board has a lot of energy and 
is working hard to take the necessary steps to elevate 
the USFG above its current status. We have had many 
lively “conversations” via email of late, and Will Smith 
is working hard to revise the Bylaws and energize the 
website.

I feel that I am a part of a great organization, one 
that will move forward and only get better and better. 
To that end, we must each not only keep our mem-
bership active, but we must do our best to recruit 
younger, spirited members who can step into our 
shoes when we can no longer walk. Take for example, 
Arya Akhavan. Check out his article in this newsletter. 
He is an avid designer who uses GemCad as a canvas 
with the same vigor as Michaelangelo. Did you know 
that he is currently a medical student at Mayo? When 
I was a medical student I barely had time to watch 
television. To think that Arya is able to create so many 
GemCad designs AND attend a prestigious Medical 
School is well beyond me.

I hope that many of you have entered this year’s 
Single Stone Competition. It’s a great way to learn to 
improve your skills by having an experienced impar-
tial judge score your stone, and for free!

I hope you continue to facet and prosper. And 
don’t forget to send me articles and designs. It’s you, 
our membership, that keeps this Newsletter and the 
USFG alive.

So… my wife was right. (She always is!) When I first 
started to write this article I couldn’t put words or sen-
tences together. Writing what I know and what I feel 
has literally “spilled” out of me and my fingers couldn’t 
type fast enough!

Enjoy your summer, and don’t forget the USFG 
sponsored Franklin Faceters’ Frolic!

Howard Bromley
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WHAT IS YOUR PURPOSE AS A MEMBER?
by Will Smith; Edited by Howard Bromley

Each of you who receive this newsletter are a 
member of USFG that has been around for 
many years. It started out for competition, but 

the members back then saw a need to expand into 
what we are today. I guess the question is "what are we 
today?"

The USFG corporate documents and by-laws state 
that our Purpose is to:

1. Promote the art of faceting

2. Help members and the public achieve their goals
through education

3. To sponsor and assist in faceting competitions and
educating competition;

4. To develop and promote uniform rules for com-
petition

5. To expand the knowledge of natural and man-
made crystals

6. To serve as a national repository for designs, pub-
lished materials and educational information for
Faceters everywhere.

What a great Purpose. Have we reached our goals? 
Each of you will have to answer that question, but I 
think in large part the answer is "YES".

How did we get to where we are today? Through the 
hard work by many "Volunteers" who have others jobs 
and family responsibility, but give of their time "Free-
ly". The problem is that the Officers and Directors can 
only do so much. We can come up with ideas, but may 
be limited to the work we as a Board can do. We need 
some "worker bees".

So what is the future? Will we as members settle for 
what we are right now, or do we see other possibili-
ties? It is my hope as USFG members that we not only 
continue what we have accomplished, but expand our 
activities to reach out and grow, by adding or updating 
the educational information and activities so we reach 
not just Faceters, but also Faceter Wannabe's. 

When I look at emails from the past leaders, they 
too had some of the same thoughts back then and I 
would have to say they did a great job getting us to 

where we are today, but many of them are not with us 
today and in a few years none will be around. What 
will happen and who will fulfill our Purpose? You and 
the new members you bring to USFG? 

So where am I going with all this? The Board realizes 
that we work for you to administer the USFG corpo-
ration. No two of us live in the same town and we are 
located all over the US and Canada. It takes much of 
our time to run the corporation which seems to be-
come more complex each year. So our future depends 
a great deal on each of you as members of the USFG. 
Right now you have the best newsletter, a world class 
competition each year, the Faceters’ Listserve, website 
and other resources. All of these fulfill most of our 
purpose, but what is missing? New, young members to 
keep this organization going into the future.

How do we get new members? One recommen-
dation is that you suggest to your faceting/lapidary 
friends that they join the USFG; it's only $18 per year. 
Become active in your local Guild and Gem Club. 
Show off your work and volunteer to do programs and 
demo's so others can see the beauty and ease of what 
you have learned to do. More importantly remember 
what helped you back when you started, trying to 
learn faceting. Offer to speak at church groups, local 
organizations, and senior citizens centers. Sell and 
promote your corporation, USFG, to everyone you 
come in contact with. Schools are always wanting peo-
ple to share information with classes, so volunteer. It 
is alright to show them faceting and even let them cut 
and polish part or all of a stone. They will never forget 
it and they are also our future. Keep a piece of your 
work in your pocket to show off.

As a Board, we have many great ideas, but we need 
to know more about you. To help us, we need to know:

1. Do you make a living doing website or hosting
work?

2. Are you a member of a guild or gem club?

3. How good are you at making used machines
work?

4. Are you willing to speak and promote faceting?
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5. Are you good at writing and editing?

6. Have you done or have interest in assisting with
the newsletter?

7. Do you make a living doing tax or legal work?

8. Are you teaching beginner or advanced faceting?

9. Are you into new facet designs or diagrams?

10. Are you good with GemCad?

This type of information will allow us to create a 
resource database where the Board can go to, to find 
help with different projects, issues and future leaders. 

So think about what you can do for YOUR organiza-
tion. Plan to do something to bring in a new member 
and reach out to those who do not facet, but may want 
to discover the same excitement you have for faceting. 
Even pay the membership for a Wannabe.

Feel free to email me your information, president@
usfacetersguild.org ◆

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Doug Auspurger

Megan Bodenschatz
Randy Carlson

Rennie Castelino
Jan Corey

Randy Creighton

Debra Ator
Jennifer Finley
David Frazier
Timothy Hall
Allan Jacques
David Juckem

Larry Meitzler
Michael Noetzel

Gail Phelps
Max Smith
Peter Welty

Colin Wright

IMPORTANT 
INFORMATION 

REGARDING
Proposed Changes 

to USFG By-Laws

The USFG Board feels the By-Laws need to be 
changed to reflect our membership around the 
world and how we communicate.

An official notice will go out to you around 
July 15, 2014, and your vote will be ask for 
before August 1, 2014. This will give you time to 
make any comments. To review these changes 
go to our website http://www.usfacetersguild.org/
history.shtml and click on the USFG Proposed 
Revised By-Laws.pdf format

USFG BOARD ACTIVITY
Second Quarter 2014

President Will Smith reached an agreement with 
the Old Pueblo Lapidary Club (OPLC) in Tuc-
son, Arizona to make their facilities available to 

our guild from 10AM to 8pm on Thursday and  Friday 
(2/5-6/2015) and from10 am until pm on Saturday 
(2/7/15), the day of the Hob Nob.

Changes to the By-Laws were the other significant 
topic of discussion and the draft currently under re-
view appears to have general Board support and once 
passed by the board will be presented to the member-
ship for review and a vote.

http://www.usfacetersguild.org/history.shtml
http://www.usfacetersguild.org/history.shtml
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 BERYL AND AQUAMARINE (PART 1, March 24, 2014)
by Nola Bogie, C.R.H.P. (Holistic Medicine,  Ret. Teacher, Toronto)

Permission to my 2 faceting clubs:  North York Faceting Guild and United States Faceters Guild
BERYL VARIETIES
EMERALD, MORGANITE, BERYL,
AQUAMARINE,HELIODOR, 
GOLDEN BERYL, GOSHENITE,
MAXIXE (Ma-she-she)
and BIXBITE (RED BERYL)

Throughout this article, I created  web
links which activate with a single click,
taking you to fabulous photography and
interesting articles, to avoid infringing on
 photograph copyright. 
The Youtube, videos are free. 

         Three varieties of beryl: morganite, aquamarine and heliodor 
These  photographs of varieties of beryl are from Wikipedia and in the Public Domain. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beryl 

I included links with the copyright permission and individuals who granted permission for use in the Public Domain.  

BERYL
General
Category Cyclosilicate
Formula
(repeating unit) Be3Al2(SiO3)6
Strunz classification 09.CJ.05
Crystal symmetry Hexagonal dihexagonal dipyramidal     
H-M symbol (6/m 2/m 2/m)      
Space group: P 6/mmc                                                                            Golden beryl 
Unit cell a = 9.21 Å, c = 9.19 Å; Z = 2
Identification        
Formula mass 537.50
Color Green, blue, yellow, colorless, pink and others
Crystal habit Prismatic to tabular crystals; radial, columnar; granular to compact massive   
Crystal system Hexagonal        Morganite 
Twinning Rare
Cleavage Imperfect on {0001}
Fracture Conchoidal to irregular   
Tenacity Brittle
Mohs scale hardness 7.5–8        
Luster Vitreous to resinous         
Streak White 
Diaphaneity Transparent to translucent        
Specific gravity Average 2.76    
Optical properties Uniaxial (-)
Refractive index n? = 1.564–1.595        
ne = 1.568–1.602        
Birefringence d = 0.0040–0.0070                                           Heliodor 
Pleochroism Weak to distinct      
Ultraviolet fluorescence         
None (some fracture filling materials used to improve emerald's clarity do fluoresce, 
but the stone itself does not)
Colours: All varieties of beryl are allochromatic. Main coloring agents are given below.
Green (emerald), colored by chromium 3+
Green (vanadium beryl), colored by vanadium 3+ - Also known as vanadium emerald       
Green (green beryl), colored by ferric 3+ and ferrous 2+ iron
Green/Yellow (Reisling beryl), unknown coloring agent (most likely iron)        
Goshenite
Blue (aquamarine), colored by ferrous 2+ Iron
Blue (Maxixe), colored by color centers
Blue (True Blue), colored by ferrous 2+ iron - Trade name for high FeO content aquamarine
Pink (morganite), colored by manganese 2+
Red (bixbite), colored by manganese 3+
Yellow (heliodor), colored by ferric 3+ Iron        
Colourless (goshenite)
Enhancements
Common enhancements to beryl varieties: Fracture filling (emerald) - oil, wax or plastic (with dye or without) 
Coatings (emerald) - non-metallic paint or plastic (usually green)
Heat treatment - improves or even changes the colour

BERYL AND AQUAMARINE
(PART 1, March 24, 2014)

by Nola Bogie, C.R.H.P. (Holistic Medicine, Ret. Teacher, Toronto) 
Permission to my 2 faceting clubs: North York Faceting Guild and United States Faceters Guild
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GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS THAT FORM BERYL
Beryl, Be3Al2Si6O18, is a common, rock-forming cyclosilicate mineral, generally occurring within 
granites and granitic pegmatites. EMERALDS :  Since Ancient Times, emeralds were 

th
thought to enhance 

the clairvoyance of their wearer. Emeralds are 
the commemorative stone for the 55  wedding anniversary, and also the birthstone for May.
Of the four “c”s, colour and clarity are more important in determining value of emeralds. The more
vivacious the green, and the clearer the stone, the higher the value. Emeralds are classed as lightly,
moderately or heavily included. It is very rare to find emeralds free of inclusions.  The natural inclusions
do not affect the value unless they are unusually large, or create a physical weakness in the stone. An
emerald beyond the 4 carat weight is extraordinary, very rare, and usually quite expensive. The classic

emerald cut is the preferred cut for an emerald, because it is designed to enhance the quality and the colour rather than the brilliance.
At the same time, the rectangular form has less wastage than, for 
Public Domain          example, a round brilliant. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beryl                                                     Emerald Records:
MacKay Cartier Emerald According to the Guinness Book of Records, the largest cut emerald (86,136 carats of Rough emerald on
matrix  natural beryl) was found in Carnaiba, Brazil in August 1974 and was carved by Richard Chan in Hong Kong. In 1982, it was
valued at $1,120,080.
According to the Guinness Book of Records, the largest single emerald crystal (7,025 carats) was found in Cruces Mine near
Gachala, Columbia in 1969.

According to the Guinness Book of Records, the highest price paid for a single emerald was $2,126,646 for a
19.77 carat emerald       and diamond ring made by Cartier in 1958 and sold by Sotheby's in Geneva in April
1987.

RED BERYL
Specimen of red beryl from the Ruby-Violet claims in the Wah Wah Mountains.  

http://geology.utah.gov/surveynotes/gladasked/gladberyl.htm
In 1904, Maynard Bixby discovered red beryl in the Thomas Range located in Juab County, Utah. 
Bixby suspected it was a new variety of beryl which was confirmed in 1905 by W.F. Hillebrand, a geochemist
from the National College in Washington, D.C. Named bixbite in honour of its discoverer, it is also known as
red beryl and red emerald. The raspberry- red was not a known existing colour of any beryl known to exist at
that time (green, blue, pink, yellow, and clear/white). Manganese and small amounts of iron, chromium, and

calcium create the raspberry-red color of red beryl. Like other beryl, red beryl has a hardness of 7.5 to 8.0 and its chemical
composition is Be3Al2Si6O18. Red beryl is so rare that one red beryl crystal is found for every 150,000 diamonds.  Red beryl
probably grew at temperatures between 300 to 650 degrees Celsius. Red beryl     is presently found at only three locations in the
world: the Thomas Range and the Wah Wah Mountains in 
          Red Beryl         west-central Utah, and the Black Range in New Mexico.       
The only known deposit of large, gem-quality red beryl in the world is from the Ruby-Violet claims in the Wah Wah Mountains of
Beaver County, Utah. These are private claims and no collecting is allowed without permission from the present claim owners.  The
property has periodically been worked and continues to produce nice mineral specimens and stones suitable for faceting. 
Red beryl formation began with the eruption of a topaz rhyolite lava from volcanic vents. As the lava began to cool, shrinkage cracks
formed, creating pathways for high temperature gases rich in beryllium to escape. Oxidized surface water also began seeping into
these cracks and mixed with the rising beryllium gases. The gases reacted with the surface water, silica, alkali feldspar, and
ironmanganese oxides from the lava to form red beryl crystals.

     http://www.gemrockauctions.com/auctions/beryl/item-164467
  Utah Geological Survey for Red Beryl (rarer than diamond and more valuable than gold)
  http://geology.utah.gov/surveynotes/gladasked/gladberyl.htm
 Red beryl crystals from this location that have been faceted sell for an average of $2,000 per carat.  

  An ounce is equal to 155 carats. 

AQUAMARINE
HISTORY AND LORE OF AQUAMARINE    
AQUAMARINE
http://www.gia.edu/aquamarine-history-lore        
http://www.gia.edu/aquamarine-description

 Wonderful example of both a natural crystal and

a cut gem of  aquamarine on the GIA website.
(Gemological Institute of America)
AQUAMARINE    (BERYL)       
Color: Light blue to blue-green
Moh’s Hardness: 7.5-8 
Refractive index: 1.57-1.60 
Critical Angle: 39.87� 
Specific Gravity: 2.65-2.75 
Cleavage: None 
Fracture: Conchoidal, tough 
Dispersion: Medium (.014) 
Heat Sensitivity: Can be, usually not a problem
Dichroism: weak
Birefringence (double refraction): Weak (.006-.009) 
Crystal Structure: Hexagonal
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DURABILITY OF AQUAMARINE
As a member of the Beryl family, aquamarine has a rating of 7.5-8 on the Mohs Scale of Hardness, which determines the durability. 
A gemstone’s durability is measured primarily by its score on the Mohs Scale This makes it strong enough to resist scratching and
breakage with every day wear, an excellent choice for an engagement ring. Aquamarine is a durable stone suited for daily wear.
Since your engagement ring will be subjected to the wear and tear of your daily life, it is important to choose a stone that will stand
the test of time.

THE ARARA AZUL NECKLACE
Not all famous jewellery containing genuine aquamarine have been faceted. 
This stunning Arara Azul—Portuguese for Blue Macaw— necklace contains 1350-cts. of rough aquamarine. Even though the gem
material isn’t of the highest clarity, its color and visual impact make for a stunning piece. - Gift of Sandra Manin Frias

http://wcs.gia.edu/qa/Satellite?c=GIA_Image&childpagename=GIA%2FGIA_Image%2FMediaDetail&cid=1
364878719204&pagename=GST%2FDispatcher

FAMOUS BRITISH JEWELS
Aquamarine is semi-precious. The traditional classification in the West, which goes back to the Ancient
Greeks, begins with a distinction between precious and semi-precious. In modern usage the precious stones
are diamond, ruby, sapphire and emerald, with all other gemstones being semi-precious, reflecting their rarity
in ancient times, as well as their quality: all are translucent with fine color in their purest forms, except for the
colorless diamond, and very hard, with hardnesses of 8 to 10 on the Mohs scale. Other stones are classified by
their color, translucency and hardness. The traditional distinction does not necessarily reflect modern values,
for example, while garnets are relatively inexpensive, a green garnet called Tsavorite, can be far more

valuable than a mid-quality emerald.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Elizabeth_II,_Buckingham_Palace,_07_Mar_2006.jpeg
The link above leads to the license. This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Brazil license.
http://orderofsplendor.blogspot.ca/2013/03/tiara-thursday-brazilian-aquamarine.html

Aquamarine Parure with diamonds original tiara, bracelet, jewelry of Queen Elizabeth II of England.
The Brazilian Aquamarine Queen Elizabeth II of England
At her coronation in 1953, Queen Elizabeth II was given a diamond necklace with very large aquamarines, and matching earrings of
the President and the people of Brazil, as a gift. Later they presented to the Queen and the matching bracelet. 

STUNNING AQUAMARINE PARURE
Queen Elizabeth was the court jeweler Garrard make a matching tiara, as a supplement for Parure. This very harmonious design had
a aquamarine as the centre, which surpassed all the other stones in size and beauty. 
http://www.royal-magazin.de/england/queen/aquamarines-queens.htm    

 The second link shows the modifications since Her Majesty’s Coronation in 1953. 
 http://www.royal-magazin.de/england/queen/aquamarine-parure-queen.htm

WEBSITE LINKS TO FAMOUS ROYAL JEWELS 

Queen Elizabeth II is said to have the largest and most valuable collection of tiaras in the world, many of which are heirlooms of the
British Royal Family. She is often seen wearing them on state occasions. Her personal collection of tiaras is considered to be
priceless. The Queen received many of them through inheritance, especially from Queen Alexandra. Queen Mary, consort of King
George V, purchased the Grand Duchess Vladimir tiara in the 1920s. It consists of numerous interlocking diamond circles. Pearl
drops can be attached inside the circles or emeralds. Queen Mary had a tiara made for the Delhi Durbar held in 1911 in India. It is
now on loan for wearing by the Duchess of Cornwall, wife of Charles, Prince of Wales. Queen Elizabeth II commissioned a ruby and
diamond tiara. A gift of aquamarines she received as a present from the people of Brazil were added to diamonds to make a new
tiara.

http://theroyalpost.com/2012/03/28/wessex-aquamarine-and-diamond-tiara/
The Wessex Aquamarine and Diamond Tiara which also converts to be worn as a necklace. 
HM Queen Juliana of the Netherlands’ Aquamarine Tiara and Parure
http://theroyalpost.com/2012/03/24/queen-juliana-of-the-netherlands-aquamarine-tiara-and-parure/
The Aquamarine Kokoshnik Tiara of Sweden      
http://theroyalpost.com/2012/03/26/the-aquamarine-kokoshnik-tiara-of-sweden/
A new tiara for Sophie    http://theroyalpost.com/2012/10/24/a-new-tiara-for-sophie/

MISTAKEN IDENTITIES 
(Some through inexperience, some through devious, deliberate deception)

A DIAMOND THAT COULD BE MISTAKEN FOR AN AQUAMARINE?
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wittelsbach_Diamond

Aquamarine and Blue Topaz are gemstones that look astonishingly similar, but are very different.  Aquamarine is an extremely clear
and brilliant gem. It belongs to the Beryl family, which also includes the emerald. However, 
While emerald is considered a precious stone, and aquamarine is semi-precious, aquamarine is superior to the emerald. 
It is less brittle and more robust as compared to the emerald. Colours of aquamarine range from light blue to blue-green to deep blue. 
The deep blue Aquamarine is the most valuable gem in its family. 

FALSE NAMES 
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Brazilian Aquamarine - May refer to Aquamarine that originates in Brazil, but often is used as a false name for blue Topaz.
Mass Aqua - Faceted glass that is dyed blue to resemble Aquamarine.
Nerchinsk Aquamarine - False name for blue Topaz.
Siam Aquamarine - False name for heat treated blue Zircon.
SIMILAR GEMSTONES  
Blue Topaz is easily confused with Aquamarine. Blue Zircon is also very similar to Aquamarine, although its color is usually a
deeper blue.
http://www.knowitsdifference.com/difference-between-aquamarine-and-blue-topaz/

http://www.minerals.net/gemstone/aquamarine_gemstone.aspx#sthash.s5sHv3DI.dpuf

The Bahia Emerald
National Geographic - $400 Million Dollar Emerald (free Youtube..just click)  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RO7UwZ3bNa4
http://mineralsciences.si.edu/collections/dom-pedro/history.htm

Dom Pedro, the World's largest cut aquamarine 
(10,395-carat fine, gem-quality aquamarine)is displayed at Smithsonian, just thirty feet from the Hope Diamond.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWDtnH0vOsE
http://smithsonianscience.org/2012/12/dom-pedro-aquamarine-to-go-on-view-at-the-smithsonians-natural-history-museum/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dom_Pedro_aquamarine

METAPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AQUAMARINE
Aquamarine is the birth stone for March. As of 2013, both United States and Great Britain now recognize both aquamarine and
heliotrope as the birth stone for March. 
Ancient civilizations all over the world had specialized healers. Legend and folklore describes their beliefs in the Metaphysical
Properties of various minerals.  
Beryl has been used as a physician's tool and for gazing stones since ancient times.   
Aquamarine, named after Latin “aqua marina” or sea water, is a symbol of peace and tranquility. Considered a stone of courage and
protection, in ancient times it was a seaman’s favourite,  believing aquamarine provided protection against drowning at sea.
Aquamarine promotes verbal self-expression. Aquamarine brings higher frequency information in through the Third-Eye Chakra by
helping to open the intuitive mind. The natural hexagonal formation of Aquamarine Crystal amplifies smooth energy flow.
Location: Afghanistan, and Zimbabwe, Brazil, Canada, India, Mexico, Pakistan, Russia, USA

MAXIXE   (pronounced Mah-she-she) 
http://gemologyproject.com/wiki/index.php?title=Maxixe
Maxixe is a variety of beryl that is almost-sapphire colour. In 1917, Maxixe was discovered in a mine in the Piaui area south of
Arassuahy, Minas Gerais, Brazil. Exposure to sunlight or temperatures above 100� C, causes Maxixe to  rapidly lose its deep
sapphire blue colour, fading to a pale blue within a day. Colour can be restored by irradiation (gamma, x-ray or neutron) and
annealing.
Around 1970, some dark-blue beryls reappeared on the market.Research showed that the colour was artificially produced by
irradiation of yellow or green beryls. 
Artificial irradiation of specimens with uneven distribution of impurities produced a yellow/blue bicolour of Maxixe which they
called Maxixe-type beryl, and contained impurities Cesium Cs, Zinc Zn, Lithium Li, Rubidium Rb, Boron B and high concentrations
of Iron Fe.
As the colour is mainly caused by a colour centre, this is not an aquamarine beryl but a variety on its own.

How Do You Differentiate Maxixe and Maxixe-type beryl from Aquamarine?
http://www.minsocam.org/ammin/AM61/AM61_100.pdf
Maxixe and Maxixe-type beryl have stronger dichroic colours in the ordinary ray.
The  aquamarine has the stronger dichroic color in the extra-ordinary ray. 
Classification based on this is not viable, as heliodor may also have the stronger dichroic colour in the ordinary ray. Thus it is not a
characteristic feature of Maxixe beryl.
Certified Maxixe Beryl - Flawless & Rarest of the Beryls
http://www.gemrockauctions.com/auctions/rare-gemstones/item-367410

EMERALD AND AQUAMARINE MINERALIZATION IN CANADA
Website GeoScience Canada (Journal of the Geological Association of Canada)

http://journals.hil.unb.ca/index.php/gc/article/view/2699/3129

AQUAMARINE

Aquamarine (from Latin: aqua marina, "water of the sea") is a blue or turquoise variety of beryl. It occurs at most localities which
yield ordinary beryl. 
The gem-gravel placer deposits of Sri Lanka contain aquamarine. Clear yellow beryl, such as that occurring in Brazil, is sometimes
called aquamarine chrysolite.
The deep blue version of aquamarine is called maxixe. Maxixe is commonly found in the country of Madagascar. The deep blue
colour of Maxixe fades to white when exposed to sunlight or is subjected to heat treatment, though the deep blue can be restored
with irradiation.

The pale blue colour of aquamarine is attributed to Fe2+. A golden-yellow colour is produced by the  Fe3+ ions. When both Fe2+
and Fe3+ are present, the colour is a darker blue as in maxixe. Decoloration of maxixe by light or heat thus may be due to the charge
transfer Fe3+ and Fe2+. Dark-blue maxixe colour can be produced in green, pink or yellow beryl by irradiating it with high-energy
particles (gamma rays, neutrons or even X-rays).
In the United States, aquamarines can be found at the summit of Mt. Antero in the Sawatch Range in central Colorado. 
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In Wyoming, aquamarine has been discovered in the Big Horn Mountains, near Powder River Pass. In Brazil, there are mines in the
states of Minas Gerais, Espírito Santo, and Bahia, and minority in Rio Grande do Norte. The mines of Colombia, Zambia,
Madagascar, Malawi, Tanzania and Kenya also produce aquamarine.
The largest aquamarine of gemstone quality ever mined was found in Marambaia, Minas Gerais, Brazil, in 1910. It weighed over
110 kg, and its dimensions were 48.5 cm (19 in) long and 42 cm (17 in) in diameter.
The largest cut aquamarine gem is the Dom Pedro aquamarine, now housed in the Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of
Natural History.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE’S DOM PEDRO
THE HOME OF THE LARGEST CUT AQUAMARINE IN THE WORLD

http://mineralsciences.si.edu/collections/dom-pedro/history.htm
National Museum of Natural History Dec. 3, 2012-Dec. 12, 2014   

The museum’s longtime Curator of gems and minerals is Jeffrey Post, and new Director, Kirk Johnson. 

Dom Pedro, the largest cut aquamarine in the world, is 14 inches tall and weighs 10,363 carats; perhaps 10 times the size of the next
largest. Unlike external surface faceting, German gem artist Bernd Munsteiner, sculpted internal facets, reflecting every beam of
gathered light back at the viewer. Like the beating wings of iridescent angels, the pyramid’s eight-fold set of climbing carved
starbursts flare and shimmer.
The bluest aquamarines rival emerald in value, but Dom Pedro  may as well be priceless, off the market forever, donated to the
Smithsonian Institution last year by a collector couple from Palm Beach, Fla., Jane Mitchell and Jeff Bland.
Dom Pedro, named after the first emperor of Brazil, went on permanent display at the Smithsonian Institute.

“This piece will become one of the highlights for the Smithsonian,” said Jürgen Henn, a German gem broker, former co-owner of
Dom Pedro, and the force behind its creation. “It is strong competition for the Hope. In rarity and purity, it is at least the same.”

 A sister to emerald, aquamarine crystals are born in mineral-rich water. Atoms of silicon, beryllium, aluminum and oxygen must
join to form a hexagonal pattern which becomes a template guiding the other atoms into place, forming a hexagonal crystal. Trace
elements of chromium create the beryl known as emerald. The mineral rich waters that formed Dom Pedro in the area of Minas
Gerais, Brazil, were rich in iron, and the inclusion turned the crystal blue: aquamarine, spirit of the sea, treasure of mermaids,
protector of sailors.  
If the temperature and other conditions stay steady, and if the chamber in which the mineral waters run is large enough “you grow a
big crystal,” said Post.
In the late 1980s, a garimpero (prospector) and two buddies found this aquamarine, in the state of Minas Gerais (General Mines),
famous for its gemstones. They pried it loose and lugged it out of a mine. The rough Dom Pedro crystal stretched more than three
feet long and weighed nearly 100 pounds. They dropped the crystal, shattering it into three pieces. The mine’s owner took
possession, selling the top two chunks, which were cut into typical jewellery. He kept the largest, piece which was  close to two feet
long and 60 pounds. Serendipity was at work. What appeared as a disaster, was in fact opening doors, which eventually would lead
to both German gem artist Bernd Munsteiner and the permanent resting place of the Dom Pedro in the Smithsonian Institute.
A third-generation broker and dealer,  Henn had connections in Brazil after it became recognized as an excellent source of minerals. 
Russell Shor, senior industry analyst for the Gemological Institute of America, recognized Munsteiner as a real pioneer of big
gemstone sculptures.  Bernd Munsteiner, Henn’s lifelong friend and business partner was the only gem cutter who could handle such
a piece. In the 1970s and 1980s, Munnsteiner pioneered a new approach, perceiving these large crystals with the same eye that stone
and wood carvers do; the sculpture is already inside, awaiting release. In partnership with Munsteiner and Hermann Bank, Henn
dispatched his son Axel and Munsteiner’s son, Tom, to make a deal, according to an article in a 1995 issue of the Lapidary Journal. 
Just before finalization of the sale,  Jane Mitchell, an American businesswoman and budding gem enthusiast, arrived.
Munsteiner was convinced that the shattering of the original crystal had relieved any hidden stresses, making the largest 60 pound
chunk strong enough to withstand his diamond blades.
Determined to preserve most of this aquamarine, Munsteiner spent four months designing sketches.
An obelisk would preserve most of the original length, and he would carve a series of ascending starburst spikes on the backside to
achieve total reflection.
For six months, Munsteiner worked for no more than two hours a day, ensuring clear mind and strong arms. One slip could destroy.
Post said that each lengthwise buzz of the blade, shaved a quarter of a million dollars of aquamarine into dust. The sewers of
Idar-Oberstein ran rich for weeks. 
In 1993, Henn and Munsteiner unveiled Dom Pedro in Basel, Switzerland. The German government then showed it off around the
world.
Three years later, the Brazilian miner who was still part owner, needed cash, and was threatening to cut the stone into a thousand
pieces.
When offers arrived from Saudi sheiks, and the sultan of Brunei who would tend to keep their treasures more as private collections,
and Henn felt Dom Pedro belonged to the world. He wanted it in the Louvre or the Smithsonian, and strived for an owner who
concurred. Again, timing was crucial, as Mitchell and her husband had just sold their company, and were in the perfect position to
purchase the Dom Pedro.  
They hadn’t bought it as a prized possession, but instead, they were on a rescue mission. 
“That’s when it dawned on us we were looking for a museum. That awe belongs to all of mankind — it’s part of the awe of the
natural world,” Mitchell said.
Mitchell views Post as Dom Pedro’s final guardian.
Dom Pedro is now on permanent display  in the National Gem Collection Gallery on the second floor of the Smithsonian’s National
Museum of Natural History, just 30 feet from the Hope Diamond, considered the most famous diamond in the world, and perhaps
one of the most cursed.

THE FACETER’S PRAYER       LET THERE BE LIGHT
Gemstones are generally designed so that light entering them from the viewing side (the crown) is internally reflected by facets on its
back side (the pavilion) and directed to exit the gem through facets on the crown to the eye of the viewer. If a significant amount of
the light entering the gem from the crown 'leaks' out by being refracted rather than reflected by the pavilion facets, the brightness of
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the gem suffers. The angle at which light is internally reflected rather than refracted is known as the critical angle. This angle varies
for different materials and is a function of their refractive indices.

The percentage of light that is reflected by the pavilion facets and returned through the crown facets is considered to be a figure of
merit for various designs. Generally, the less light lost out the pavilion the better. If pavilion facets of a stone are cut below the
critical angle for the material, light will pass through them like a window rather than being returned to the viewer through the crown.
Hence the term windowed stone. The pavilion of a gemstone is designed to act like a mirror for light entering the crown of the stone.

The formula equating the critical angle to n (refractive index) is critical angle = sin-1(1 / n). Wavefronts of light striking interior
surface of a facet at an angle less than the critical angle are refracted through the surface interface and exit the stone. Wavefronts of
light striking the interior surface of a facet at greater than the critical angle will be reflected back into the gemstone.

Reflection is symmetrical - Regardless of the refractive index of the material, wavefronts which are reflected from a surface form the
same angle to it coming and going. 
Refraction is not symmetrical, when a wavefront passes through the surface of a facet it comes and goes at different angles to the
surface. The difference in angles formed by a wavefront with a refracting surface is a function of the refractive indexes of both
mediums. A special case is a wavefront propagating parallel (light ray perpendicular) to the surface of a facet. In this case the angle
of incidence between the wavefront and the surface is zero, so the angle of refraction is also zero.

Light rays are constructs used in geometrical optics to aid in the visualization and analysis of optical systems by ray tracing. Light
rays are perpendicular to wavefronts. So the angle of incidence formed by a light ray to the normal of a refracting/reflecting surface
is equal to the angle of incidence formed by its wavefront with the surface. A normal is math nomenclature for a line perpendicular
to another one. Light rays form the same angle with the normal to a surface as a wavefront forms with the surface, because light rays
are perpendicular to wavefronts.

The same laws and formulas that apply to wavefronts apply to light rays - but because light rays are perpendicular to wavefronts, the
angle formed between the ray and the normal to the surface is substituted for the angle formed between the wavefront and the
surface. The angle between the ray and the normal is equal to 90� minus the angle between the ray and the surface. The equality of
the angles between a ray and the normal to a surface and a wavefront and the surface is shown geometrically in the following
illustration.

The speed of light varies in different transparent materials. Each material has a characteristic refractive index, which is the ratio of
the speed of light in empty space to the speed of light in the material. Because the speed of light is greatest in empty space, the
refractive index of a material is always greater than 1.
For practical computational purposes, faceters can treat air as empty space.
Gemstones are generally designed to reflect internal rays from their pavilion facets. The less light lost to refraction through the
pavilion facets, the more returned to the viewer through the crown and the brighter the stone.
The critical angle of a material determines whether an internal ray will be reflected back into a gemstone or refracted by a facet. The
critical angle of a material is a function of its refractive index. The higher the refractive index, the lower the critical angle.
A gemstone will window and leak significant amounts of light from its pavilion facets if they are cut below (at an angle numerically
less) than the material's critical angle.
Further Considerations
Doubly refractive effect in Beryl, calcite, corundum, sphene, kunzite, topaz, tanzanite, peridot, apatite, iolite, zircon and tourmaline
are all examples of anisotropic gem materials, and all are birefringent in varying degrees.

CALGARIANS SELLING THE WORLD’S LARGEST CUT EMERALD AT B.C.AUCTION....BUT????? WHAT HAPPENED? 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VV7d1sFVxWc
Teodora, which means gift of God, is a very dark and heavily included Brazilian emerald. The emerald was tested, confirming it is
emerald. Calgary rare gem hunter Regan Reaney says it is the largest cut emerald in the world, weighing 25 pounds, 57,500 carats,
with an estimated value of $1.15 million dollars, and in 2012, it was going for auction in Kelowna, B.C (western Canada). At this
time last year, I was researching for my presentation to my North York Faceting Guild, and suddenly realized I could find the
articles and videos of the up-coming Canadian auction, but could not find anything after that. 
Only now, while researching Beryl with focus on Aquamarine, did I discover information that explains why I could find nothing else
about the auction of the world’s largest cut emerald. 
It was not sold at the auction. 
Regan Reaney was known to the R.C.M.P. in Ontario, and was arrested on charges of fraud, not related to the auction of the emerald. 

As anyone involved in crystals and gems knows, this interest can be addictive. Some are lured by fascination of the perfect crystal,
collecting photographs, or actual specimens to be preserved as found. (sometimes proudly displayed publicly, sometimes displayed
in a specially designed display showcase within a home, but sometimes secreted away from the eyes of the world in a vault with only
the interest as investment.

Others seek them out, hoping to find that perfect faceting specimen where carat, clarity and colour are the prime concern, and the
expert eye envisions their potential to be transformed into a prized faceted gem. 
When you aren’t sure, seek an expert, a gemologist. GIA (Gemological Institute of America)   http://www.gia.edu/gia-about
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JEFF GRAHAM’S WEBSITE IMAGES OF ROUGH BERYL INCLUDING AQUAMARINE 
Beryl - Index of Beryl Rough
Aquamarine - Zambian
Aquamarine2 - Afghanistan crystals and huge pieces
Aquamarine3 - Seafoam and Blue Aquamarine from Nigeria.
Aquamarine4 - Large natural Mozambique crystals
Aquamarine5 - Nigerian Aquamarine
Collector Beryl (unusual colors) 
Emerald - Zambian green Beryl 
Goshenite (clear Beryl)
Helidore - Afghanistan yellow/green Beryl
Helidore 2 - Brazil yellow/green Beryl
Morganite - Pink Beryl, Peach/Pink Beryl
Beryl Parcels - Various parcels

 FACETING DESIGNS

http://web.archive.org/web/20111113013208/http://www.faceters.com/askjeff/answer1.shtml
Not an expert faceter myself, I turn to the advice of an expert that I trust.
How did Jeff Graham polish beryl?
Jeff  preferred Cerium Oxide with a Spectra Ultralap. 
“Aquamarine cuts and polishes like other beryls, usually without problems.  He used a 1200 Nu Bond lap for pre-polish, which
makes the polishing stage faster and easier. Orientating on the "c" is slightly better. Watch for silk and lilly pad type of inclusions
perpendicular to the "c" axis.
Design Notes: About any design will work well... I prefer a deeper design and often cut Barions.
Design Links:  Signature #4 - This is one of my favourite cuts in Beryl
Blue Ice - Designed for very long crystals.”

Many of us found Jeff R. Graham’s website an invaluable resource. Thanks to our United States Faceters List e-mails, I also found
Jewel Cutter, a recent website offering links to the ARCHIVES OF JEFF GRAHAM’S FACETING DESIGNS, with permission of
the Estate of Jeff Graham.
JEFF GRAHAM’S  WEBSITE THROUGH  GARY KRATOCHVIL...JEWEL CUTTER 
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/
http://www.jewelcutter.com/
You can also access Jeff’s Designs through: “The Wayback Machine”
 JEFF GRAHAM’S ORIGINAL WEBSITE THROUGH THE 
WAYBACK MACHINE (WEBSITE ARCHIVES)  which has most of Jeff’s website as it existed, frozen in time when we lost him.  

http://web.archive.org/web/20120620120736/http://www.faceters.com/
This link still has his entire website intact, with wonderful photography of rough specimens and his designs. 
BERYL FACETING ROUGH   http://web.archive.org/web/20120620035306/http://www.faceters.com/rough/beryl/index.shtml

http://web.archive.org/web/20120417181055/http://www.faceters.com/properties/index.shtml
Long version takes you to the wayback of Jeff Graham, Gram Faceting.
http://web.archive.org/web/20111123082906/http://www.faceters.com/properties/beryl/index.shtml
If you still kept the shorter links of Jeff R.Graham’s designs from his original website, (like the one below), once you are inside the
Wayback Machine, the old shorter links still work in that Wayback Bar.
http://www.faceters.com/properties/beryl/index.shtml

Faceting advice Jeff  http://web.archive.org/web/20111113013208/http://www.faceters.com/askjeff/answer1.shtml
HOW DO I POLISH QUARTZ AND BERYL?
http://web.archive.org/web/20111113013208/http://www.faceters.com/askjeff/answer1.shtml

Jeff’s SAMPLES OF ROUGH BERYL (This page has links that take you to rough faceting grade Aquamarine.
http://web.archive.org/web/20120620035306/http://www.faceters.com/rough/beryl/index.shtml
Zambia, Africa Aquamarine http://web.archive.org/web/20111122221728/http://www.faceters.com/rough/beryl/aquamarine.shtml
Afghanistan Aquamarine
http://web.archive.org/web/20120623151238/http://www.faceters.com/rough/beryl/aquamarine2.shtml
Nigerian Aquamarine
http://web.archive.org/web/20120122163249/http://www.faceters.com/rough/beryl/aquamarine3.shtml
Mozambique Aquamarine
http://web.archive.org/web/20120122164548/http://www.faceters.com/rough/beryl/aquamarine4.shtml
Nigerian Crystal Aquamarine
http://web.archive.org/web/20120122163255/http://www.faceters.com/rough/beryl/aquamarine5.shtml

Jeff Graham Designs for Beryl
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Aqua Cisir (best for intermediate and professional)
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/aquacisir.shtml
Blue Ice designed for long narrow Beryl
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/blueice.shtml

Brilliant Pear - a simple design which cuts like a round brilliant, but looks like a pear with excellent light return.  For quartz and
beryl add 2 degrees to the pavilion.
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/npear2.shtml
Easy Emerald 
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/easy_emerald.shtml
Easy Does It
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/easy_does_it.shtml

Not to have tunnel vision and focus on one cutter’s designs, I am preparing a second article on Aquamarine, which will offer links to
faceting designs from other cutters, such as our North York Faceting Guild member, Arya Akhavan, .

This is a copy of ALL THE JEFF GRAHAM DESIGNS which activate and open at the specific design in the Jewel Cutter website. 
What a fabulous collection, from a unique mind just as brilliant as his designs!
Website OF GARY KRATOCHVIL called JEWEL CUTTER gives access to Jeff Graham’s Designs with permission of Jeff
Graham’s Estate.     http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/

Index of Designs Nola has chosen for Aquamarine
from the late Jeff Graham: Free Faceting Designs” by Jeff Graham

Signature #4 - Jeff Graham’s favourite trillion in light colours “This is a great design light coloured materials (about my favourite),
especially Aquamarine. There are surprising reflections that help improve colour and make the stone interesting. This is also fast and
easy to cut, which never hurts.”
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/sig4.shtml
Tzar -Interesting dome cut for light colored materials 
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/tzar.shtml
Aqua Cisir - Ideal for medium color crystal Beryl - 
“"Aqua Cisir" performs well low with RI Quartz and Beryl-Not intended for beginners in spite of its simple appearance.”
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/aquacisir.shtml
Blue Ice - For long narrow Beryl crystals -This is easy to cut, but can be hard to polish because of the large facets, and keel. Cut in
light to medium colors, this works well in Quartz, Topaz, and Beryl,
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/blueice.shtml
Brilliant Pear - Great for about anything, quick easy pear. For Quartz and beryl add 2 degrees to the pavilion.
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/npear2.shtml
Button - Simple to cut. Deepen the colour of light material quite a bit.
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/button.shtml
CheckMate - Neat square flash checker  - "CheckMate" performs well low with RI materials like quartz and beryl.
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/checkmate.shtml
Chinese Checker - Square brilliant, simple and easy to cut in Garnet, Quartz, and Tourmaline, with no changes. It works best in a
medium to light colored material and will darken a fair amount, because of it’s depth.
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/chinesechecker.shtml
Cornered - Very nice Octagon checker brilliant
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/cornered.shtml
Easy Emerald - Classic Emerald for any L/W
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/easy_emerald.shtml
Easy Does It - Nice "Easy Tri" modification
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/easy_does_it.shtml
Gram Prince - My creation of a rectangle Princess 
“nice in Quartz (70% or so), just add two (2) degrees to all of the pavilion tiers, no changes on the crown”
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/prince.shtml
Gram Princess - My take on the classic cut. This can be cut in refractive indexes 1.62 to 1.93 with no changes. If you want to cut this
in Quartz (70%), just add two (2) degrees to all of the pavilion tiers. No changes on the crown..
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/gram_princess.shtml
Heart Squared - A true checker board heart. For experienced cutter, but works in any material.
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/heart_squared.shtml
Light House - Nice bright easy "Money Cut"
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/light_house.shtml
Little Different - 77 Index round brilliant This cuts well in about any material.
I prefer it in light to medium saturation. Cut in refractive indexes 1.54 to 1.93 with no changes.
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/little_diff.shtml
 Memory - Merry Christmas 2003 Intermediate difficulty. 
Cut in refractive indexes 1.54 to 2.14 (92.1%) with no changes. Pale to light coloured 10mm or larger stones.
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/memory.shtml
Noel Oval - Merry Christmas 2008 (Ideal for beginning faceter)
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/noel_oval.shtml
Round Brilliant #2 - Merry Christmas 2007
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/round_brilliant2.shtml

Simple Portuguese - Classic cut with less facets for lower R.I. 
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/simple_portuguese.shtml  
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Sonoran Snowflake - Interesting novelty cut
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/snow3.shtml
Three Wise Men - Merry Christmas 2005 (fast, easy and brilliant)
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/3wise.shtml
Tic Tac - Fast, easy "Money Cut"
http://www.jewelcutter.com/graham/designs/tictac.shtm

 FACETING VIDEOS FROM JOHN BAILEY’S WEBSITE FACETING ACADEMY  GEMSTONE ARTIST

 http://facetingacademy.com/videos-faceting/videos-meet-point/
Meetpoint Faceting #1 the SRB (Standard Round Brilliant)
Meetpoint Faceting #2 the Barion Oval
Meetpoint Faceting #3 The CAM Trilliant ( Centre Angle Method)
Meetpoint Faceting #4 The OMNI
Meetpoint Faceting #5 CAM Design Concepts ( Centre Angle Method)
Meetpoint Faceting #6 Omni Design Concepts

John Bailey also has a collection of 20 free videos available on Youtube which you can locate by the name GEMSTONEARTIST. 
http://www.youtube.com/user/gemstoneartist

FACETING WEBSITE CONNECTIONS THROUGH THE WAYBACK MACHINE 
GIVE YOU ACCESS TO JEFF GRAHAM’S WEBSITE.

Free Youtube link called 4.05 carat Emerald cut on the new MOM.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVhdQ_M2fJc
Emerald Cut   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JipPbHKlGFo
Robert Strickland GemCad for Windows Tutorial: Baguette or Emerald Rectangle Cut
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9oPxencBs4
Rectangle Cuts (in geometry, the rectangle includes the square)
Basically, rectangle cuts have 4 straight sides with cut corners to avoid chipping.  (Emerald cut, Scissors Cut, Brilliant Rectangle,
and the Barion)
Examples of Rectangular (including square)Faceting Designs:
Bob’s Rock Shop http://www.rockhounds.com/   
http://www.rockhounds.com/rockshop/books/faceting.shtml
http://www.rockhounds.com/rockshop/books/gemstones.shtml
http://www.rockhounds.com/rockshop/gem_designs/design_index.shtml
The website is an excellent archive of over 300 designs. Gateway to Gemstone Designs on the Internet. Interesting variety of
designs, some of which I listed below. 
Liana I by Bob Keller
Lydia’s Barion by Bob Keller 
ECED Fast Bright Emerald 1.33 by John Bailey2006
ECED Fast Bright Emerald 1.25 by John Bailey2006 
ECED Fast Bright Emerald 1.20 by John Bailey2006
(also see Youtube and enter Gemstoneartist for John’s free video collection  http://www.youtube.com/user/gemstoneartist
ECED Meetpoint Radiant 1.25 John Bailey 2004
ECED Meetpoint Radiant 1.33 John Bailey 2004
Scissors Rectangle Cut (modified 1.67-8-X (Long & Steele, 1981); Original (Anon, 1949)
Barion Rectangle (modified frmom 6.028 SP Barion Rectangle (Norman Steele, 1987)
Brilliant Rectangle Cut (brlliant pavillion with scissors crown) modification of Steele (1981), 4.066 ECED END 1.67-7-1
Beginner Asscher by Michiko Huynh (Jan.2010)
Trip-Trap (Marco Voltolini)
Trapped (trapped.gem with angles worked out on GemCad by Jack Rowland)
Trapped No More (trapped.gem with angles worked out on GemCad by Jack Rowland)
Square Emerald 1-simple square emerald step cut designed by Bob Keller 06-08-02 for Ryan Thompson
Square Emerald 2-simple square emerald step cut designed by Bob Keller 06-10-02 
Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist, October, 2010 
This PDF walks you through all steps of the cutting. 
21  Century Emerald Cut by Jim Perkins (a settable, 8x10 design for any gem material other than dark garnet, good for mostst

material without changing angles (something we are all relieved to avoid, especially if still a novice).  

LAPIDARY JOURNAL FACET DESIGN 21  CENTURY EMERALD CUT FREE PDF.ST

 http://www.jewelrymakingdaily.com/media/p/1690.aspx
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APPRECIATING AQUAMARINE
By Ron Nash, April AJS Newsletter; Edited by Howard Bromley 

http://www.ajsgem.com/articles/april-2014-newsletter.html

Aquamarine, the blue or turquoise variety of 
the mineral beryl, is one of the classic colored 
gemstones. Valued for its very good hardness 

and superb transparency, aquamarine evokes the col-
ors of the sea and the sky like few other gems.

Aquas can range in color from blue to green, but 
the pure blues are the more valuable. Green aquas are 
often heated to reduce the yellow, so a clean unheated 
blue aquamarine with good color saturation is a rare 
and valuable gem.

All aquamarines are pastel in color, but some are 
so so light as to be pallid. Darker-toned aquamarines 
usually command the highest prices in the market. 
But color saturation should not be confused with tone. 
Some of these darker toned aquas actually have quite 
a bit of gray and are not nearly as attractive as lighter 
toned gems in a purer blue.

Because aquamarine is a lighter colored gem with 
excellent transparency, inclusions are highly visible 
and can spoil the beauty of the gem. So a high clar-
ity grade is more important in aquamarine than in 

sapphire or ruby. Most high quality aquamarines are 
graded "almost loupe clean" or "loupe clean."

There are several approaches to cutting aquama-
rines, but in every case fine cutting is essential. One 
approach is to cut large facets that maximize color. 
So you will see many aquas with variations on the 
emerald cut. Others are cut with Portuguese cuts to 
maximize brilliance and sparkle.

You'll find that aquamarines are often offered in 
larger sizes, with many specimens over 5 carats. The 

larger stones tend to have a richer color because of the 
longer light path. Though large aquamarines are not 
uncommon, top grade stones of good color are rare 
and fairly expensive in sizes over 10 carats. Still, the 
per carat prices for these large aquamarines are really 
quite attractive when compared to any other fine hard 
gemstone in larger sizes.

Aquamarine is found in many locations in the 
world, but the most famous producer is the state of 
Minas Gerais in Brazil. Recently some very fine aquas 
have been found in Madagascar as well. ◆
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GEM DESIGNS BY ARYA AKHAVAN 
An Autobiography

From: North York Faceting Guild, ISSUE # 93, Nov. 2012

I’ve been faceting for about a year and a half now, 
but I only bought GemCad a few months ago. The 
learning curve for actually using GemCad and 

GemRay is very shallow. The curve for writing
GOOD designs, as well as writing designs to fit a 

particular piece of rough, is much steeper, but still 
manageable. I’ve had quite a bit of help and feedback 
from members of the NYFG, USFG, and Gemology 
Online.

How do I actually go about writing the designs?

There are a few different ways.
The best way for me is just to do it randomly. Let’s say 
I get inspired by a shape somewhere. I’ll draw out the 
outline by hand, imagine what size I’d like to see it in, 
then try and recreate it in GemCad. If it works as a 
barion, then I’ve just made my life a hell of a lot easier 
— I just throw together the cone facets at 42 and the 
barions somewhere between 55 — 75, and I’m set for 
the pavilion. If the outline doesn’t work as a barion, 
then I usually just BS a CAM pavilion, starting with 
the lowest possible angle at 42.

After I’ve developed an extremely simple, highly 
symmetric basic pavilion, I’ll pick a final symmetry 
(like 4-fold radial, or 6-fold mirror) and work on the 
crown. Most of the time, I just randomly throw facets 
together and hope it turns out well. Sometimes I’ll go 
with a theme, like twisting around the table, mixing 
different symmetries together, or using checkerboard 
style crowns. Other times, I’ll go with a much more 
narrow concept, like having parallel lines all over the 
place, creating what looks like a step cut, but really 
isn’t.

Now, in some cases, I’ll start with the crown first. 
For example, my “Tessellation Party!” series of de-
signs revolves entirely around using only squares and 
equilateral triangles for the crown, with relatively high 
degrees of symmetry. So, I’ll always write the crown 
first, then try and guess a pavilion that “works”.

Checkerboards can also be written crown-first. 
(Sometimes, highly tessellated crown-first designs 
might need me to break out the calipers and measure 
things against my screen, so the squares actually end 
up square!) As I’m working on the crown, I keep a few 
things in mind. Depending on what size range

I’m writing the design for, I might go for a small or 
large number of facets. If I want something fast to cut, 
I’ll try and limit mast and angle changes as much as 
possible, keep the step number below 8-10, and have a 
facet number below 50.

Once I’m done with the crown, I’ll render the design 
in quartz in GemCad. Depending on what I see, I’ll 
usually mess around with the pavilion, changing the 
diagram. Sometimes I’ll have a radially symmetric 
pavilion with a mirror symmetry crown. Sometimes a 
super-simple pavilion works just fine — other times I 
end up throwing an extra 6 steps and 50 facets.

While I’m changing the pavilion up, I’ll render each 
new pavilion in GemRay, optimizing for an RI range 
of 1.50 – 2.62, and once I come across a final pavilion 
that looks good in the greatest range possible, I’m 
done.

As an aside for writing designs, I’m teaching a few 
people how to facet right now but only intermittently 
every time I have a week or two off. So, I’m writing a 
series of designs (part of my Faceting 101 course that 
I’m slowly building), that specifically walks the new 
faceter through different techniques, without getting 
them overwhelmed. Writing designs for this is easy — 
once I have a lesson identified, I pick a material that’s 
appropriate for that level (beryl, quartz, and garnet 
for beginners), and choose a shape that I haven’t used 
yet in that course. Then, I’ll write the design such that 
it accomplishes whatever lesson I’m trying to teach 
while also being an appropriate difficulty level.

One of the important things to do after finishing a 
design is to render it in multiple materials, and mess 
with the optics a bit. My go-to renderings are feldspar 
(1.52), tourmaline (1.62), corundum (1.76), zircon 
(1.93), CZ (2.16) and rutile (2.62). 
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I’ll tweak the angles a bit to try and get the best 
performance over the widest range of RIs — that’s 
something I picked up from reading the late Jeff Gra-
ham’s web site, and it’s a very good lesson to follow (a 
versatile design is more convenient and easier to work 
with). I also try to keep in mind a few other ideas.

The face-up ISO brightness (a standard measure of 
light return) isn’t the end-all be-all of a design – some 
designs can have a very high rating, but be terrible 
in real life. A high, domed crown can really show off 
dispersion, but at the cost of brilliance. A high crown 
and barion pavilion can darken colors, while a low 
apex crown can lighten darker materials and even al-
low a pavilion a bit below the critical angle. Some very 
bright designs might actually wash out pale colors, a 
particular worry in pastel materials.

After this process is done, I’ll decide what material 
and color I like the design best in then render it and 
publish it on the Gemology Project (or send it to the 
NYFG or USFG). Once I do a test cut, I’ll upload a 
picture of that as well for proof of success.

My design names are all over the place. I’ll name 
them after characters or concepts from video games, 
internet themes, anatomical references, life events, 
or just random thoughts that pop into my head. The 
vast majority of them are references, inside jokes or 
dirty innuendo that should put a smile on the face of 
anyone who notices them! 

As for writing comments, there are a few good rules 
I follow:

 – What size range did I design the stone for?
 – What’s the range of RI that the stone looks good 
in?

 – What was the concept behind writing that partic-
ular pattern?

 – What’s going on with the RI range, the reflection 
pattern, etc.?

 – Are there any particular things to watch out for 
when cutting the stone?

Assuming I’ve finished a test-cut, I’ll include notes 
about that as well.

All of my designs are public domain, since I’m a nice 
guy and like to share. If you have any questions, feel 

free to contact me on Gemology Online. http://www.
gemologyproject.com/

Editor: Many of Arya Akhavan’s designs may be 
downloaded from Gemology Project Online

http://www.gemologyproject.com/wiki/index.
php?title=Category:Designs_by_Author

You can download the GemCad files from this site.
When using faceting designs from this site you must 

use the following citation:
This information is courtesy of: http://gemolo-

gyproject.com, The Gemology Project ◆
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TEXAS FACETERS’ GUILD FUN WEEKEND
April 12-13, 2014

By Chuck McCoy; Edited by Howard Bromley

Well the Texas Factors’ Guild fun weekend 
is in the past. On Saturday we celebrated 
Texas Topaz Day. The Austin Gem and 

Mineral Society was nice enough to let us join their 
swap meet. The event started at 9 AM and lasted until 
3 PM. There were about eight tents outside and about 
eight folks with goods to sell inside the building.

There were many more folks showing off what 
they had in gem rough and custom cut gem stone. At 
another table was our past president Diane Eames and 
Charles Covill again; for 94 he sure gets around.

Is that the USFG President, Will Smith? And that’s 
Terry Sayther with him trying to sell Will something. 
Good luck, Terry!

Following are some other pictures that I snapped on 
Saturday.

Two faceting legends, Robert Long and Charles Covill

Diane Eames and Charles Covill, aged 94

Will Smith, President of the USFG, and Terry Sayther
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Sunday, April 13, was our Seminar Day. We had a 
short meeting that started at 9 AM. 

After the meeting we had three great talks. Robert 
James, president of the International School of Gem-
ology talked about identification of some of the new 
gemstone treatments on the market. He showed many 
pictures of color infused gems. He went on to say that 
any gemstone can be artificially color infused, based 
on the cooker’s successes in Thailand with sapphire, 
garnet and feldspar. Once they have the right recipe 

for ingredients, temperature and time, any gemstone 
can be artificially color enhanced. This has allowed 
many gemstones that were previously not marketable 
to be sold due to the improvement in the color. With 
the supply of natural untreated gemstone material 
becoming rarer, Robert has no trouble with color 

infusing or lab created material as long as it is properly 
disclosed.

Margo Beman, ISG Registered Gemologist and GIA 
Graduate Gemologist, was our second speaker. She is 
also an active member of TFG.

As one of three partners in Sapphires of Montana, a 
company involved in sales and marketing Rock Creek 
Montana sapphires from one of the partners, she gave 
a history of American sapphires, Montana’s deposits, 
color, clarity and heat treatment of these gemstones. 
We heard how WWII scientists’ efforts launched a 
massive synthetic corundum production by 1943 
for industrial and watch bearings that changed the 
sapphire mining landscape in Montana, as well as the 
market conditions. Maps of various mining zones in 
Montana showed the different mining techniques, 
stone shapes and colors. There is also a difference in 
the shape and color of hard rock sapphire as compared 
to ancient river bed alluvial sapphire mines. Speci-
mens of rough, faceted stones and 14 karat jewelry 
samples showed us that the U.S. has plenty of fancy 
colored sapphire colors in addition to the classic blue.

The sapphire from the Rock Creek deposit has no 
chemical coloring agents, just heat treatment which is 

Robert James, President of the International School of Gemology
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being done exclusively in the USA before being sent 
over to Columbia Gem cutting for optic performance 
and beauty, not weight. Unfortunately at this time, due 
to an exclusive sales contract, there are no loose rough 
or cut sapphires available.

The last speaker was Scott Sucher who two years 
ago talked to us about the history of diamond cutting. 

He is probably best known for his work in creating 
famous diamond replicas, most notably the Hope 
and Koh-i-Noor. This time his talk was “The Arts of 
Grinding and Polishing”. He explained the different 
types of grinding, the internal cracking, and damage 
depth that different grits have. He then went into the 
various theories of polishing. He explained how oxides 
polishes and diamond polishes can cause stress in the 
gem and even crack it.

There must have been a lot of interest in the topic 
because the question and answer part was the longest 
of the three talks.

We had a good turnout for the seminar: 28 people. 
But where else can you sit down to lunch with Charles 
Covill, Robert Long, Will Smith, Ewing Evans, Dalan 
Hargrave and Robert Strickland?

P.S. Will Smith and I had a conversation about the 
USFG and TFG co-sponsoring Texas Topaz Day and 
the TFG seminar. He said that is a USFG Board deci-
sion, but that he would support it. ◆

Margo Beman, ISG Registered Gemologist and GIA Graduate Gemologist

Scott Sucher, The Arts of Grinding and Polishing
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FACETING COLORED MARBLES
by Ernest Aughenbaugh; Edited by Howard Bromley

I started faceting back 
in the early eighties. 
I have cut all of the 

standard commercial 
cuts and then some. 

Years ago I ran across 
a design that called for 

the use of a marble. This design was created by How-
ard E. Skipper and was called Flower In a Marble. This 
design was in The Faceter's Gem Cuts, (1977) v2n2.

Over the years I have seen many beginning faceters 
start out with marbles. They cut fast and are cheaper 
than cz and most natural stones.

My design has 16 facets on the pavilion that pick 
up the color from the marble like a kaleidoscope. The 
domed top I believe adds to the stone’s appearance.

It is also important that you use a cat’s eye marble 
with a single color or multiple colors. This color needs 
to be vertical with the color in the point of the pavil-
ion.

I polish the glass marble with cerium oxide.
I hope you have fun with this. I can't wait to finish 

the stone to see the play of colors. ◆

Ernest Aughenbaugh
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Make your plans now to attend the 
Seventh Annual Franklin Faceters Frolic 

Franklin Faceters Frolic – FFF 7 

This year, we have expanded to a 3 day format to include more 
speakers and programs along with a broad array of dealers. 

July 24th, 25th, and 26th, 2014

• Schedule
• Location
• Dealers
• The Pretty Stone Contest
• History of the Frolic (Updated!)

Important Notes on GemCad Classes for USFG-FFF7
This year, Robert Strickland will offer three GemCad classes: Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced.

- The Beginner class will introduce you to the basic commands and features of 
GemCad.

- The Intermediate course will be a refresher on the basics and creating and 
modifying existing designs and creating new designs of your own.

- The Advanced course is for GemCad users who would like to explore the finer 
points of GemCad.

The cost is $25.00 per class. If you attend the Beginners and Intermediate Courses on 
Friday, you may attend the Advanced class on Saturday for no additional charge. 

To register and pay for the classes, please send an check in the amount of $25.00 for each 
class you would like to register for made payable to The Faceters Frolic and mail to:

Tom Maxwell
1741 Kennerly Road
Irmo, SC 29063

Or you can send an email to Tom Maxwell (tmm5111@gmail.com), and he I will send 
you a PayPal invoice for the classes requested. There will be a $1.00 fee for each class 
paid for using PayPal or other credit card processors.

FRANKLIN FACETERS FROLIC 7
by Tom Maxwell; Edited by Howard Bromley
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Schedule (Read what follows for more details on presentations)

Thursday, July 24, 2014
GemCad classes taught by Robert Strickland, the author of GemCad and GemRayWin

*(see above for registration details)*

9:00 am to 11:00 am – GemCad for Beginners – For those who want to learn the basic 
How-To of GemCad Software. You should bring your Notebook with GemCad already 
loaded on it ready to go by 9:00 AM. You can down load a free trial of GemCad, 30 days 
before the class. If you do not purchase it before you get there, you may purchase it 
during the Frolic from Robert. Once you learn how to use it, we believe you will realize 
the real value in this software tool for any level if faceting you do. See www.gemcad.com

1:00 pm to 3:00 pm – Intermediate GemCad – For those who need a refresher on basic 
GemCad and further operations.

Dealers open for business in the Depot Room from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

Friday, July 25, 2014
9:00 am to 12:00 am: Diane Eames, Gems of the Hill Country
Diane is a fine jeweler, Graduate Gemologist, and gem faceter in Mason, TX. She will 
hold a workshop on designing gems for making jewelry. Learn how to design gemstones 
to be set in custom jewelry. 

1:00 pm to 3:00 pm: Advanced GemCad – For those who have a good understanding of 
GemCad and wish to explore more advanced methods.

Dealers open for business in the Depot Room from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

Friday afternoon program to be announced.

6:00 in The Depot Room: The Faceters Meet and Pretty Stone Contest.
Bring a stone that you have cut and enter in either the Natural or Simulated Gem division. 
Prizes will be awarded to the winner in each category. This is a “Beauty Contest” and 
voting will be by those in attendance. Pizza and soft drinks will be available for $5.00 per 
person. Come and enjoy meeting with the dealers, speakers and other faceters. 

Saturday, July 26, 2014
Dealers open for business in the Depot Room from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm.

10:00 am to 11:00 am: AGTA Award winner Lisa Elser – Custom Cut Gems will present 
“Buying Gem Rough in Africa.” Lisa and her husband Tom travel the world to purchase 
fine faceting rough. Lisa will explain the do’s and don’ts of traveling in foreign countries 
where gem rough is purchased at the source.
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Other speakers and programs will be announced later. 

Additional Speaker Information
On Friday morning from 9:00 to 12:00 Diane Eames GG from Gems of the Hill Country 
will lead a discussion program on planning your jewelry designs.

Measure Twice, Cut Once

Frustrated with trying to get your gems set in jewelry? Let a couple of jewelers help you 
understand how to plan your jewelry and create a beautiful piece of jewelry for your 
loved one. B. Diane Eames, GG, has 29 years fine jewelry experience, and is a Graduate 
Gemologist and gem cutter. Brad Hodges, is a goldsmith as well as an engineer and 
computer wizard. Together they are Gems of the Hill Country, a jewelry store in the 
Texas Hill Country specializing in the Texas state gem, topaz.

*How to plan a piece of jewelry, and how the jewelry affects your gem cutting.
*Learn the major ways jewelry is manufactured, how gems can be mounted, and
how that can affect your gem cutting.
*Discuss ways your cutting affects the setting of the gem, and how to keep the
goldsmith happy.
*How to plug into the jewelry industry long enough to see your jewelry to
completion.
*Demonstrations of simple gem setting methods.
*If time permits, Diane will have faceting machine set up and demonstrate
polishing gems.

Gems of the Hill Country
Lapidaries & jewelers
200 Texas Highway 39
Ingram, TX 78025
830-367-3368
Texas-topaz.com

On Saturday morning at 10:00 to 11:00 AM: Lisa Elser, GIA GG of Custom Cut Gems,
will present a program titled “Tricks of the Trade: How to Buy Gemstones Overseas”
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Picture this: you're dying to buy gemstones at the source, but unsure about where to buy 
and how not to be taken advantage of. Enter Lisa Elser who travels the world to buy 
rough gems. Learn the do's and don'ts of buying overseas. Lisa Elser, GIA GG, is a 
professional gem cutter living in the Vancouver, BC area. She spent 25 years in IT 
working for Bell Labs, NCR and Sun Microsystems in addition to consulting for banks 
and insurance companies.

Lisa began cutting gems as a hobby when she moved from consulting to managing 
consultants, finding that it gave her satisfaction to create something with her own hands. 
Lisa trained in gem cutting in Monteux, Switzerland. After a number of years of cutting 
as a hobby, she and her husband Tom founded Custom Cut Gems. They work with 
custom goldsmiths, and jewelry designers in North America and Europe. They travel the 
world to buy rough gems. As their business grew they began making grants to support 
economic development in gem producing countries and continue to put a percentage of 
the profits into projects such as walls, sanitation, women's business cooperatives and 
education.

In 2013, Lisa was awarded a prestigious AGTA Spectrum Award. She was recognized 
for her 14.24 ct. oval red tourmaline, in the Faceted Gemstones category. This award 
winning gem is now in the permanent collection of the Smithsonian Institution.

Plan to attend this great seminar in lovely Franklin, NC.
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This article has been prompted by my attempt to cut the Simple Heart with the instructions as listed by 
Jeff Graham (Facet Talk 195). Maybe other members had similar problems and have other solutions? Is it
difficult for a novice to cut to a center point with different angles for each pair of pavilion main angles as 
listed in the original instructions?

The mast or lap height has to be changed when changing angles. Maybe it is not important but will it be a 
real challenge for Novices?

I revised the sequencing and angles to establish a meet point at the culet to make it easier to develop the 
outline. This point does actually become the Permanent Meet Point (PMP) as the cut progresses. The full
revised instructions follow this article.

The Simple Heart has 12 mains cut in pairs at different angles. If we look at the lowest angle and start 
there we can develop a suitable preform. In this instance the original P4 was at 38.70°. I have decided to 
use 38.0 as the new design angle for P4. You can easily increase this angle using the GemCad file which 
has been posted on the AFG website. Raytrace does indicate that these angles are acceptable for quartz. 
Higher might be better?

Creating the culet meet point
Select two pairs of facets (four facets) which are not adjacent (11 - 85 and 26 – 70) and cut at the same
angle 38.0° a culet meet point will be established quite easily. The instructions reveal that every angle is 
greater than that for P4 (38.0°). This means that the other mains can be cut to the meet point. The initial 
P2 facets will be recut at a higher angle. It should now become straightforward to cut all the mains to the
meet point. I usually pre-polish the P2 and P4 to ensure an accurate meet point then cut the other mains 
short using a worn 600 lap (for small stones), then pre-polish to the meet point. You do not leave the pre-
polish short. They must all meet! The final polishing lap is not for finalizing meet points!

This principle can easily be applied to many designs in creating a preform and a TCP. However you must
start with the lowest angle and pairs of indices which are separated and part of the final design.

Cutting the girdle
Select a position to establish the dimensions and provide sufficient material for the crown. In this example 
it is not critical whether you start at G1 or G5/6. It is a good idea to ensure there is enough material by 
checking the “height” of the girdle edge and finding the lowest point. This low point will dictate the final 
dimensions. If you preformed and dopped the stone properly the stone should be centered!

CUTTING THE SIMPLE HEART
An exercise in preforming and sequencing

By John Broadfoot, Editor Australian Faceting Guild; Edited by Howard Bromley
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This account of gem garnets has been developed from the article in Meetpoints April 2014. Many of the 
varieties of garnet now on the market are based on locality names which can be confusing. Hopefully this 
article will clarify some of the misnomers?

Garnet, the January birthstone, is derived from the Latin word granatus, meaning grain-like. Garnet is the 
name for a group of minerals with similar chemical structure and properties. Garnets have a variety of 
names based on the formula and particular color of the crystal. Most people wrongfully think garnet gems 
only come in red because red garnet used to be the only known garnet. All species of garnets are used 
as gemstones – both faceted and cabbed. These exquisite crystals come in all colors and are also 
faceted in many designs. 

The use of garnets as gemstones has a long rich history. It is claimed that Noah steered the ark through 
darkness using the light from garnet crystals. The Egyptians often crowned the pharaohs with beautiful 
bracelets and necklaces adorned with garnet. The ancient Chinese rulers used garnets to decorate 
military uniforms. The use of garnets as contemporary pieces of jewelry did not start until the 19th 
century. Garnet is a member of an extended variety of stones that are natural, sparkling and very 
reasonably priced. In fact garnets are frequently used by fashion designers to make beautiful jewelry
pieces.

There are only six normal end-member garnet species. Figure 1 (Deer, Howie and Zussman, 1971) and
Figure 2 (Broadfoot, 2014) show how these end members can form series through replacement of the
ions for each end member. The relatively common variety of spessartite is discussed in more detail.
Limited substitution by Ti, Cr and V for end member ions can change the color substantially. Hence the
large number of garnets now on the market. Color change garnets are rare and highly sought after. These 
garnets are usually imported from Madagascar, Russia, Tanzania, Sri Lanka, India, Canada, USA, 
Thailand, Spain and the Czech Republic. In most cases, one color is dominant and the others less so.

Figure 1. Compositional variations for the garnet series. The shaded areas represent naturally occurring garnets.
( Deer, Howie and Zussman,1971).

VARIETIES OF GARNET
By John Broadfoot; Edited by Howard Bromley
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Figure 2. A possible compositional series between the Ca garnets. The shaded areas represent possible intermediate 
compositions. (Broadfoot, 2014).

To determine if a garnet is color-change always examine the garnet in different light (daylight as well as 
fluorescent and halogen lights). Some of these pricey garnets can cost anywhere from $4,000 - $6,000
per carat.

The story about garnets would not be complete without highlighting the two most beautiful garnets –
Umbalite (Rhodalite) and Tsavorite (Grossularite). Both are intensely brilliant when faceted. Tsavorite
comes from the central plains of East Africa, near the mountains of Kilimanjaro. This brilliant green
grossularite gem, like Demantoid, is in high demand and not always available in sizes above 1 - 2 carat.
Tsavorite is now considered to be the most valuable garnet.

Garnet varieties

Pyrope - Almandine series – dark red to pink. Some substitution by Cr produces bright stones - orange 
to pink (many new garnets from Africa are due to Cr or Vanadium (V) in Pyrope-Almandine composition).

- Pyrope (Cape Ruby) most well-known, commonly deep red. Dark color – needs shallow design.
- Umbalite - pink and red (almandine – pyrope) also called rhodalite
- Rhodolite - purplish bright red

Spessartite - red mixed with orange, medium price
- Mandarine - bright orange, rare and expensive
- Malaia – pyrope-almandine-spessartite mixture - very popular
- Color-change garnets – rare and valuable – pyrope- spessartite

Glossularite – yellow orange pink green blue green
- Hessonite - fine yellow, orange to reddish brown
- Tsavorite - (V) emerald green to blue-green – expensive
- Malaya - variable color – pink to brick orange to honey colored
- Mali – grossular-andradite mixture, yellow to green-yellow to brown

Andradite
- Demantoid - green – rare and expensive
- Melanite – black due to Ti

Uvarovite – rich green (Cr)
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Spessartite Garnet
Spessartite is a relatively plentiful garnet that is affordable in the rough and cuts brilliant gems. It draws its 
name from the type locality for the mineral, Spessart, in Bavaria, Germany. Spessartite has the specific 
chemical formula Mn2+ 3Al2(SiO4)3 and is within the garnet group pyralspite. This is the Mg-Fe-Mn series 
with pyrope, almandine and spessartite as end members respectively. (The pyrope-almandine series was 
discussed in Facet Talk 157). Spessartite is generally orange to red. The term spessartine is more often 
used in Europe but is synonymous with spessartite. Mandarin is a term inspired by the Namibian deposit 
producing more pure orange hues.

Composition varies enormously for the pyralspite garnets. For example the Namanga garnets (Kenya) are 
not spessartite but more pyrope–almandine (58.65% Pyrope, 29.36% Almandine, 12.44% Grossular and 
0.88% Spessartine). When the Namibian deposit came online around 1991, the color palette for fine 
spessartite changed.

The material coming out of Marienfluss, Kunene Region was an electric mandarin-orange hue, with some 
minor pink or red secondary that made it seem very pure and intense. The only drawback to this material 
was that it often had fine needles creating a silky appearance.

The Nigerian deposit was by far the biggest as far as carats produced. This deposit in Lseyin, Oyo State,
Nigeria produced material from dark reddish-orange to cinnamon orange to yellowish orange to mandarin
hues. This material is very clean compared to many other spessartite deposits and still holds strong
orange colors.

The most recent spessartite deposit discovery was the massive find in Loliondo, Tanzania, around 2009.
At first it seemed only to produce fine crystal specimens but some cleaner faceted gems have worked 
their way into the market. Colors range from reddish orange to yellowish orange to mandarin hues.

Although these are the most prolific spessartite deposits lately, there are several smaller but important
localities in San Diego County USA, Australia, Burma, China, Madagascar, Pakistan and Afghanistan.

Faceting
The hardness varies from 6.0 to 7.5 and the mineral has no problematic cleavage. Cutting is fast and
after a quick preform the material can be fine cut using a 600 lap or even a 1200. It is easy to prepolish 
on copper (3000 or 8000) and polish with diamond (50000) on tin/typemetal or pewter.

Dark garnets
Use the paper test to check the color of garnets. This is a good indication of the color that can be
expected after cutting. If you cannot see the color through the rough when placed on a well-lit piece of
white paper the garnet is very dark, that is, very saturated. This is often the case for the dark red pyrope-
almandine garnets. Lighter specimens will readily show the color on the white paper.

Generally the darker stones are best faceted as either smaller stones or with very shallow and large
pavilion mains. Shallow cushion cuts or hexagonal outlines are good. See the Square Cushion for
sapphires in Facet Talk 167, p.15.

The Refractive Index varies from 1.714 for pure pyrope to 1.83 for pure almandine therefore the RI of
pyrope-almandine will be somewhere between these values depending on the actual composition. It is an
easy matter to test with a refractometer.

Designs with large pavilion facets work better than those with many smaller facets. It is color you are after 
in darker stones, not brilliance. Shallow step cuts also work well. The pavilion design angle can be as low 
as 35°. The crown also needs to have low angles and a wider table (60% plus).

Medium to light garnets
Depending on the color and transparency the “brilliant” designs can be used and higher angles can be
used. Pavilion angles as low as 38 degrees for the higher RI garnets going to 40 degrees for the lower RI 
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ones. Choose a design to suit the hue and saturation to keep the stone bright as possible. Crown mains 
of 30 - 35 degrees will work quite well.

References
1. AJS Gems. www.ajsgems.com
2. Garnets. Palagems Website: www.Palagems.com
3. Deer, W.A., Howie R.A. and Zussman, J. (1971). An Introduction to the Rock Forming Minerals. Longman.

London
4. Webster, R. (1975). Gems: Their Sources, Descriptions and Identification. Butterworth. London.
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TRILLIANTS AND TRILLIONS
by Robert H. Long; Edited by Howard Bromley

Trilliant and Trillion are popular names for the 
Triangular Brilliant diamond cut.  Triangular 
Brilliants are based on the equilateral (equal 

sides) triangle.  In the diamond cutting industry, their 
main use is in cutting the Macle type of diamond crys-
tal, which is a shallow, triangle shaped crystal.  The 
Trilliant was originally the name given to the curved 
trianglular shaped brilliant cut.  It was employed (but 
not Trademarked) in 1970 by the Assher Diamond 
Company of Amsterdam.  See Figure 1, a page from 
Diamond Cutting by Basil Watermeyer.

Here is where we muddy the waters a bit.  In 1984 
the Henry Meyer Diamond Co. of New York filed for 
a trademark of a logo named TRILLIANT containing 
a drawing of a straight-sided triangle. It contains the 

disclaimer "No claim is made to the exclusive right to 
use "Trilliant", apart from the mark as shown". This 
trademark was cancelled in 2005, and is "dead".  See 
Figure 2.  This is possibly where all the confusion that 
exists today about the names Trillant and Trillion 
started.

Now let's look at the history of the Trillion, or as it is 
now called, the Trielle.  In 1978, Patent D250,100 was 
obtained for a straight-sided, rounded corner triangu-
lar cut, with a term of 14 years.  It expired in 1992.  See 
Figure 3.

In 1982 a trademark for a logo containing the word 
Trillion was granted.  It is used by the TRILLION 
DIAMOND CO. and is "live".  See Figure 4.  Note the 
disclaimer.  Also Figure 5.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Now it really gets interesting!  In 1985, a trademark 
for the name "Trillion" was granted to Leon Finker, 

Inc.  However, it was challenged in court, and the 
judge decided it was too similar to Trilliant and disal-
lowed the trademark.  So this trademark for the name 
"Trillion" was abandoned in 1986, and is "dead".  See 
Figure 6.

Which brings us to the present state of affairs.  
Neither Trilliant nor Trillion is covered by any patent 
or trademark.  The jewelry industry today uses the 
names interchangeably, depending on what name is 
popular at the time and what the customer wants to 
buy.  On EBay you will find both names being used 
in the same sentence to describe a stone. In 1992, in 
order to salvage something from the Trillion situation, 
the Trillion Diamond Co. applied for and received a 
trademark for the name Trielle (TM) which they use 
to market the Trillion.  See Figure 7.

So in conclusion, feel free to use the names Trilliant 
and Trillion anyway you like without fear of violating 

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7
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any trademark.  It would be nice if we could get back 
to the original meanings of the curved sided triangle 
being called a Trilliant and the straight-sided triangle 

being called a Trillion, but in today's environment that 
is not likely to happen. ◆
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TRILLION
Patent D250,100, Expired
Angles for R.I. = 2.420
41 + 9 girdles = 50 facets
3-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.109  T/W = 0.707  U/W = 0.634
P/W = 0.300  C/W = 0.122
Vol./W³ = 0.159

PAVILION
90.00° 96-32-64
41.00° 01-31-33-63-65-95
41.50° 96-32-64
35.00° 05-27-37-59-69-91
90.00° 05-27-37-59-69-91

CROWN
45.00° 01-31-33-63-65-95
35.00° 96-32-64
42.39° 05-27-37-59-69-91
25.00° 01-31-33-63-65-95
27.63° 16-48-80
  0.00° Table

PAVILION
 0.00° Culet

GemCad rendition of the patent drawings
Try it with Mains at 47 degrees for colored stones
F:\Archives\Clients\USFG\201406~1\Articles\11TRIL~1\trillpat.gem
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NOTES ON STAIRSTEP DESIGNS
by Alec Wolkonsky
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POLISHING WHEELS

In the finishing sequence there's a step called pre-polishing, between sanding and buffing, and one of the 
most effective tools I've found to help here is the little silicone wheels used in a Foredom or Dremel. They 
come in several different abrasive levels and several different shapes. The wheels are color coded to 
denote their abrasive level. Different shapes (coin, knife, cylinder, point, etc.) are available to match the 
geometry of the area being cleaned up.

For a starter, I'd suggest a medium, a fine and an extra fine wheel in both the coin shape and the knife-
edge shape. The thicker coin shapes are particularly handy. Be sure to get a few extra mandrels so 
you'll have one of each wheel shape mounted and ready to go.

Cylinder shapes are nice for doing the inside of rings. Knife-edge shapes clean up the base of bezels 
quickly. Most jewelry catalogs carry these wheels, but often the color codes don't match between different 
manufacturers.

RESHAPING SILICONE WHEELS

Silicone polishing wheels in the Dremel or Foredom are a great time saver, but after using them a bit they 
often need to be reshaped. This is particularly true with the knife-edge wheels.

The natural thought is to grab one of your files and hold it up against the rotating wheel to reshape it. But 
this gives you a problem. The grinding grit in the silicone wheel is much harder than steel, meaning that 
you end up grinding down the teeth of your file.

The best way to reshape your polishing wheels is to use a diamond file. If you don't have one and must 
use a steel file, I sacrifice the area of the file that is closest to the handle. That's an area which is not used 
in normal bench work.

BENCH TIPS FOR JEWELRY MAKING
By Brad Smith, www.BradSmithJewelry.com 

Reprinted with permission; Edited by Howard Bromley
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"Bench Tips for Jewelry Making" can be purchased on Amazon.com 
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The 50th Gemboree was held in Gatton, Queensland. The International Faceting Competition (IFC) was 
won by Australia with a score of 1441.55 with Paul Fenslau being the highest point scorer for the 
Australian side.

AFG President Graham Kinsela presented Paul with his medal and the IFC trophy at the AFG General 
Meeting at the Gemboree (see below). The Individual Champion was Anthony Burston (UK) with a score 
for three stones of 296.05 (right). 

He also had the highest individual score of 99.76 in 
Section A. Paul Feneslau was second with 292.14 points 
(bottom).

Team USA placed second, with an overall score of 1409.67. James Clark had the highest score of 288.36. 
Way to go, Team USA! 

2014 INTERNATIONAL FACETING COMPETITION
From Facet Talk May-June 2014 #197; Edited by Howard Bromley
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When sorting through various parcels of gem rough, I examine the pieces and note what shapes 
might be yielded. Not all pieces of gem rough in a parcel will allow a facetor to cut the 
traditional shapes of rounds, ovals, triangles, squares, pear shapes, and emerald cuts. A few of 
the pieces of rough will just be too thin and not have the depth required for a slope with a fully 
faceted pavilion. Consider then faceting these thinner pieces into tablets. Gemstone tablets in 
amethyst, citrine, ametrine, tourmaline, emerald, sapphire, peridot, and aquamarine all make 
lovely cut stones quite suitable for jewelry. Faceting tablets provides a creative means to utilize 
those thin pieces of gem rough. 

It is a lot of fun to create your own patterns for the outline of a tablet, and some of these can 
get pretty fancy, depending upon the overall size of the piece. Look for distinct crystal sides and 
use them in the outline. A thin piece of rough of a gem in the hexagonal crystal system often 
exhibits a six-sided pattern. Locate those sides with a faceting machine at 90 degrees and make 
them the main sides of the tablet outline. Memories can also inspire pattern outlines. 
Remember the ornate picture frames you have seen, those antique windows with the beveled 
glass, and the shape of gorgeous stained glass windows in church. Think about how you might 
fan out a series of facets at the top of the tablet, at the bottom, on the sides, or even all the 
corners. 

After establishing the tablet outline, I usually facet three step cuts on the pavilion side and then 
a large culet facet, which is really a table facet. Tablets have double-sided tables. After the 
transfer, I facet two step cuts on the crown side and then a large table facet. If the gem 
material is too thin for three step cuts on the pavilion, then I just cut two. On thicker and larger 
gem material slated for tablets, I like to cut a very thin step cut around the table that outlines 
the table facet. The angles I use varies according to the depth or thickness of the gem material, 
as well as the type of gem material being faceted. For gems usually faceted at quartz angles, I 
have used a set of pavilion angles at 55, 49, and 43 degrees, with 45 and 36 degrees or 40 and 
30 degrees for the crown. It all depends upon the optics and depth of gem material and 
whether I need to work around any inclusions. Sometimes, I add some decorative facets, other 
than step cuts to a tablet design. 

Now that the gemstone tablet is finished, how can these tablets be set into jewelry? Some 
pendant mountings can be fabricated at the jeweler’s bench, while others can be cast with a 
little bit of fabrication added afterwards. Steve has hand-fabricated some very nice pendant 
mountings for my gemstone tablets. We also use CAD/CAM (SolidWorks) to design pendant 
mountings and make wax patterns for casting. These are tailor-made for the stone, as the 
cutting angles are incorporated in the setting. We use CAD/CAM (SolidWorks) for designing and 
manufacturing jewelry for some of our faceted and carved gemstones, also. (Please see our 
article on using CAD/CAM programs in the July 2001 issue of Lapidary Journal). 

FACETING GEMSTONE TABLETS
By Nancy L. Attaway; From the New Mexico Faceter’s Guild Newsletter; 

 March/April 2002; Edited by Howard Bromley
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The main reason that I differentiated the pavilion side from the crown side in gemstone tablets 
was that my husband, Steve, often renders a reverse intaglio carving that he hand-carves in the 
pavilion table facet. (He has three types of carving tools, and one is what the dentists use on 
our teeth, noise and all.) These reverse intaglio carvings show up well when viewed from the 
table facet of the crown. Steve likes to carve scenes with hummingbirds and flowers or scenes 
with jumping frogs. For gem material not quite deep enough for a traditionally faceted pavilion 
with a pointed culet, you can still use traditional cutting for most of the pavilion. 

However, instead of a pointed culet, cut a flat culet facet. This can be carved later, whether in 
bubbles, a sphere, lines, or a scene.  

Other faceters we know have utilized particular areas in faceted stones for carving. Guild 
members Gary and Rainy Peters purchased faceted citrines and pink tourmalines. Gary re-cut 
these stones to improve the meetpoints and to make the stone more symmetric. In doing so, he 
cut several large facets in the pavilion. Gary then carved spheres on those larger facets for a 
really unique look. Also, several GANA artists (the Gem Artisans of North America) are noted for 
their special carved enhancements of faceted stones. 

Gem rough in the finer grades usually cost a lot of money to buy. It then becomes important to 
be able to facet most of the pieces in a parcel of high quality gem material, particularly if the 
parcel was expensive. Many of the pieces of a parcel will yield traditional shapes. Some might 
even yield a cut stone if the facetor is willing to alter known designs to accommodate an 
irregularly-shaped piece of nice gem material and facet something truly original. Faceting 
tablets is another avenue to explore that I highly recommend. 

(Please see our website at: www.attawaygems.com for pictures of gemstone tablets set in 
jewelry.) 
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NOMOG Stones
by Philippe Glastre (France)

From Stonechat No. 104 Spring 2014
Edited by Howard Bromley

What is written hereafter will probably seem unsatisfactory to many readers because it does not
comply with what is usually said and done in gem faceting. So I would recommend to the non-
believers: 1. Read, 2. Try, 3. Judge. It is not necessary to have the same opinion as I. For the
curious, NOMOG is not a new name for a country, like Myanmar is the new name for Burma. All will
be revealed as you read on.

When I cut gems for pleasure I want to obtain a finished stone which
sparkles, displays as well as possible, shows off (if I dare say that for
a stone!) and when I was a beginner I was not very happy with the Standard
Round Brilliant (SRB) cut until one day I came across a queer shape,
published in a book (see Fig.1).

Possibly many of you know this shape - Crown (6     facets) and Pavilion (6 facets). The finished stone
seen from one side or the other appears to have 32 facets. This gave me the idea that if a stone is cut
in such a way that the pavilion edges do not superimpose with the crown edges, one has the impression
that more facets have been cut than really have been.

After a few different tests I arrived at a satisfactory solution. I cut a normal
crown, as usual (I always start by cutting the crown first, after checking that
the rough or preform is deep enough to allow a pavilion at normal angles).
After transferring the stone, I cut the pavilion mains, as usual, with an angle
a bit higher than the critical for the material being used (see Fig.2) for
example, for Quartz, the pavilion mains will be cut at 43° or possibly 44°.

Up to this point, nothing revolutionary I must confess. But here comes the
first change. I cut the "stars" (facets cut on the crown star index setting)
with an angle which will give bands of even width (see Fig.3) instead of 
cutting the "breaks" of the SRB.

These star setting facets will be cut slightly higher than, or at worst,
equal to the critical angle, which is 41.5° for quartz. I continue to cut
these bands until the remaining triangular mains are about 2/3 of the
pavilion height, sometimes more, sometimes less, but never less than half
the pavilion height (explanation a bit later). Of course I keep the eight bands an equal width. Everyone
can see that there are No Meets on the Girdle between the crown and the pavilion, therefore I call this
fancy cut "NOMOG".

So I obtain a new culet; the pavilion depth has been slightly reduced c ompared to the standard cut.
This is an advantage for mounting, especially for low refractive index materials which tend to give too
deep stones.     I must admit that from time to time I see this cut on commercial stones after I came
up with this idea, but rarely enough to think that there was an idea behind it. Next I cut a third row of facet

NOMOG STONES
by Philippe Glastre (France); From Stonechat No. 104 Spring 2014; 

Edited by Howard Bromley
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mains with an angle lower than the critical angle for the material (Fig. 4).

(Please stop screwing your finger into your temple!). By this means I can
reduce the pavilion depth a second time, obtain an eight ray star around the
culet and if the first mains are high enough the 8-ray star will be seen
completely when examining the stone through the table.

The angle for this third row of facets should be chosen to give lozenges
(i.e., 4 equal edges) (see Fig.5) and not two short and two long edges (see Figs. 6 and 7).

This eight pointed star addition is a quite
well known modification called the "zircon
cut" in some books but I claim that it is also
effective on other stones. Some people will
say using an angle lower than the critical
angle leads to a loss of light, which goes
through the stone to light up your shoes
instead of being reflected back towards the
eye. This is absolutely true, but the surface
of this culet star is about 10% of the

pavilion surface if its bight is about 1/3 of the pavilion height, and if the angle is not dreadfully less than
the critical value, the specific loss on these facets can be estimated at around 10% to 20%. So the total
loss of light, compared to the standard cut will be about 2%.

If this third row of facets is too prominent, the total loss of light is increased and when looking
through the table the tips of the 8 rays are hidden in the crown star facets.

This is why I keep the remaining triangles of the pavilion mains at about 2/3 of the pavilion height. In
the case of Fig. 7 the angle for cutting this third row of facets is also lower than in Fig. 5 and this
also increases the light loss.

Is there anything inconvenient about this cut? The only one that I have found is that the girdle shape
is undulating. Is this really an inconvenience?
The advantages of this cut are:

1. A visual improvement giving the impression of a higher number of facets.
2. A reduced pavilion height.
3. An improved aspect when looking through the table.

Another possibility is to cut the pavilion mains on the same index as the
crown star facets. Then cut bands on the same index as the crown mains,
etc. Compare Fig. 8 with Fig. 2. I tried this but, though I am unable to give
any explanation, I don't like the result.

I don't use the NOMOG system for stones smaller than 6mm in diameter.
If the stone is too small the facets are tiny and the human eye gets confused. It works best on stones
above 10 mm in diameter. Can this system be applied to any color? The best yield is obtained with light
colored or colorless stones. When the color is too deep it is more difficult to observe the culet star 
and pavilion edges.

Can all these principles be applied to other shapes such as Ovals or Cushions? They can. I will tell you
that some other day.
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UK Editor's note: Use 44°, 42° and 35.5° for fairly exact representation in quartz (Fig. 8).

NOMOG.GEM
Philippe Glastre, France

From: Stonechat 104, Spring 2014, UKFG
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Grading Imperial Topaz

By Ron Nash
May 2014 AJS Newsletter

http://www.ajsgem.com/articles/may-2014-newsletter.html

Topaz is a gem with excellent hardness -- 8.0 on the Mohs scale -- but most 
topaz found in nature is an uninspiring color, either colorless or an insipid 
yellow or brown. Some of this common topaz can be irradiated and heated 
to produce the cheap blue topaz that is ubiquitous in commercial jewelry.

The only topaz that has real value in the gems world is precious topaz, 
known in the trade as imperial topaz. Imperial topaz is golden to golden-
orange to orange, pink, pinkish-red or violet in color. It is a rare stone that 
is suitable for all kinds of jewelry.

It is essential that the color of imperial topaz be completely natural. Some of 
the imperial topaz colors can be simulated by irradiating colorless or weakly 
colored topaz. You will see these treated stones selling for a few dollars a 
carat from auction sites. Unfortunately the color tends to fade quickly when 
exposed to sunlight, so the fake imperial topaz is a poor value even at its 
modest price.

High quality topaz is typically very clean, so the main grading distinctions for 
imperial topaz are by color (and, to some degree, by cut).

The least expensive imperial topaz color is the bronze or golden hue. The 
golden-orange tends to be more expensive, while the golden-orange with 
red dichroism enters the realm of the rare and expensive. If your imperial
topaz displays a red flash, then you know you have a valuable stone.

Any imperial topaz with a pinkish hue -- even a pinkish secondary -- is 
especially valuable, and an orange-pink or reddish-pink is extremely rare. A 
true pink-red or red topaz is the ultimate rarity.

We have a substantial collection of imperial topaz in all grades. In this 
month's notable gems we feature a recent addition to our collection -- a rare 

GRADING IMPERIAL TOPAZ
By Ron Nash; May 2014 AJS Newsletter 

http://www.ajsgem.com/articles/may-2014-newsletter.html

pink-orange with red flash. This is a very fine specimen for the imperial 
topaz collector or a special piece of jewelry.

http://www.ajsgem.com/articles/may-2014-newsletter.html
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THE NEW GENERATION 
OF PRE AND FINAL POLISHING LAPS

by Bill Orlowski, April, 2014; Edited by Howard Bromley

There are basically 3 steps in creating a gem-
stone via the act of faceting — cutting, prepol-
ishing and final polishing. The cutting may be 

done on a single lap if the gemstone is to be a small 
one. Larger gemstones may have to be cut on two (or 
even more) laps. Then, the faceter prepolishes the fac-
ets. Sometimes this step is not required allowing the 
faceter to go from say a 600 grit lap directly to a pol-
ishing lap, but usually, the act of prepolishing makes 
the final polishing go more smoothly. Choices for 
prepolishing are fewer than the final polish. Normally, 
a stone is prepolished with 3k, 8k or 14k diamond. I 
have found going from a 600 grit cutting lap to a zinc 
lap charged with 8k diamond does a great job for the 
prepolish. The 8k on zinc combination leaves a very 
good looking facet. This makes for very quick final 
polishing — 5-8 seconds on a facet is normal in my 
experiences. There are many variables involved with 
polishing. Depending on the mineral, one may choose 
from various oxides, or polishing grits of diamond. 
Which laps the faceter has comes into the mix as well 
with respect to which media can be chosen. 

A mediocre polish might be "OK" to some, but a 
great polish will stand apart. Ones' choice as to lap 
and media can make a huge difference in the ease and 
speed of the polish, as well as ultimate outcome.

Today, the faceter has a myriad of laps to choose 
from. I’ll try to acquaint you with some of the newer 
generation of laps one may use in the prepolishing and 
final polishing of our gemstones. Many folks are of the 
“old school” and will be reluctant to try anything new. 
What worked for them over the decades is the method 
they wish to stay with. Fair enough. My intent is to 
introduce you to the variety of laps available, and to 
describe how useful I find them personally. The mak-
ers of the newest variety (new generation) of laps do so 
to improve the experience of faceting.

If the laps were not as good and innovative as they 
are, the maker would soon be in disfavor with the 
faceting community. By saying “new generation” of 
laps, I refer to those that have been available for a few 

months to those introduced about 15 years ago as it 
turns out. Time really does fly. There are two notable 
innovators, namely Jon (Gearloose) Rolfe (Battlap) and 
Marshall (Marsh) Howard (Lightning Lap) who have 
been leaders in this aspect of our craft.

Lightning laps (inventor/ producer Marsh Howard), 
are a non-metal lap made of a very hard composite 
polymer. They can be had with no coatings, or with 
cerium or with alumina coatings on one side. The laps 
are available in regular thickness, and as toppers. This 
lap is very versatile, especially so if you have one of the 
standard weight laps with cerium on one side and the 
natural surface of the polymer on the other. This lap 
works wonderfully with quartz on the cerium. When 
new, the cerium can be of a slight pebbly surface, or 
smooth, either surface works equally well. The peb-
bly surface becomes smooth with use. No break in is 
generally ever required.

The natural side can be used with a slurry (if you 
are still using that old messy method), or with any of 
the oxide sticks available (eg — the Battstiks). You 
may also use ANY grit of diamond (spray, bort with 
extender, syringe, or with Diastiks – the latter available 
from Battlap) on it. I do not suggest going larger than 
8k diamond. I do know people are going coarser to 
cutting grits, but I suggest staying with prepolish or 
final polish grits on this surface. As one goes to vari-
ous oxides, simply scrub the lap with dish soap and a 
nylon fingernail brush. If you use diamond, also scrub 
with dish soap then a coarse hand soap (eg — "Lava"), 
or a powder cleanser (eg — "Dutch" or "Bartenders' 
Friend"). That's fantastic to go between oxides and 
diamond and back again. Nothing embeds in the 
polymer!

If you are a heavy handed faceter, you should proba-
bly always use some kind of a master lap as with even 
metal laps. If you are using Lightning Lap toppers, 
they must be used with a master lap. In use, when us-
ing an oxide, just use a water drip. I adjust the drip to 
about 1 drop per second, and spin the lap at approxi-
mately +/- 250 rpm. When I use the natural side of the 
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lap with diamond, I use an extender. A good idea is to 
protect the underside of the lap while in use from your 
machine's platen. To do this, I cut a coffee filter into a 
rough circle just larger than my platen, make a hole in 
it for the spindle, then place the lap onto this protec-
tion. The filter paper compresses, and I have found 
the lap to spin just as flat and true as if there were no 
paper under it.

Lightning Lap also has a brand new product called 
D'Lites. They are lap blanks coated with a hard dia-
mond bearing coating. They come in a large variety of 
grits, from cutting grits to prepolishing grits. They all 
are used with a water drip. Marsh's products are great 
to have, and quality is first rate. I intend to get a num-
ber of these latest laps — especially when he shows 
a 50k or finer polishing lap in his web store. I think 
water drip is easier than using extender personally.

For pricing and more info, go to: http://www.light-
ninglap.com/

If you go to www.Lightninglap.com, go to the prod-
ucts, then Lightning Laps, you will see "Free Document 
Downloads" at the top of the page. Download the 
"LL_Polishing_Chart to see recommended methods 
of polishing various varieties of gemstones. This is just 
a guideline. Your methods may vary and be equally 
valid.

Some readers may be familiar with Pol-a-Gem 
laps from the 1970's, and say those laps were like the 
Lightning Laps are. This maker has/had cerium and 
alumina coating on a clear plastic blank (Lucite?). I 
had two in alumina, but never had good results with 
them. Their website states these laps are not currently 
available. I have never had a failure with Marsh's lap.

Probably one of the most prolific lap makers around 
is Jon (Gearloose) Rolfe of Battlap. One may even 
become confused by the wonderful assortment of laps 
he offers! To read Gearloose's history of laps, one can 
go to: http://www.battlap.com/tenyears.html and see 
the chronology of his laps as they were released. It's 
hard to believe that the Batt Laps have been around 
for 17 years already. Why do I include this lap in a 
presentation of "Latest Generation of Laps"? Well, 
show me another metal lap that has taken its place. 
You can use any oxide on it, and then clean the lap 
and go to another oxide, but once you charge this 

metal lap with diamond (as is the case with all metal 
laps) the diamond embeds into the surface of the lap. 
One can change the use of the lap by going to another 
grit, but you must only go to a larger (coarser) grit, or 
after machining the lap, one may go to a smaller grit 
of diamond. Do not use oxides on a diamond charged 
metal lap.

Over the years, Gearloose made various banded laps 
with the Batt material as one of the bands. Having a 
prepolish and final polish lap in one appeals to many 
faceters. Still available are the Redwings. More recent 
offerings include the Battwing, Waterwing, Creamway, 
Matrix, Dominatrix, Twistor, the Lightside, and most 
recently, the Diamatrix. Also available are a multitude 
of oxide Battsiks, diamond Diastiks and Blakstiks, and 
most recently, water soluble diamond Diastiks for cut-
ting. See the Battlap web pages for more information.

One lap, the "Waterwing" from Battlaps was a band-
ed lap. The inner band was the "Greenway" chrome 
oxide media. The outer band was a light blue prepol-
ishing band. The Greenway can still be had, but the 
outer band was never put on a full lap surface. Sub-
jectively, one might find it equivalent to about a 6k or 
8k finish and aggressiveness. This lap was available in 
the standard thickness and also in a thicker, heavier 
version. Gearloose dropped this lap because if people 
sent him this lap for refinishing, the outer band caused 
him much aggravation due to its hardness. Keep in 
mind there are many other good ways to prepolish, so 
it is no great hardship. Of course, I say that because I 
have my Waterwing already, and it gives me wonderful 
results.

On the GemologyOnline.com Forum pages, Gear-
loose has made the following announcement:

"Once in a while, a Darkside or Greenway lap can 
delaminate. Actual frequency of this happening is 
very low, about 1.5%. While GM and Ford would be 
delighted to have a 98.5% defect free rate, a small busi-
ness cannot. I just replaced a 2 year old Darkside for 
someone, for example.

This happens because of several factors. 
1: Bonding polymers to aluminum is tricky. One the 

aluminum surface is prepared, there is a fixed number 
of minutes available for bonding. This adds time pres-
sure to the process.
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2: All aluminum sheet is rolled. Strains reside in the 
material, and after a time, resolve. The metal can dis-
tort and the lap is then not as flat as it was when new.

3: The thermal expansion of the metal and compos-
ites differs, and the bond is strained. This past winter 
was bad for me and my dealers, because of the unusual 
cold. I lost quite a few laps shipping them to Tucson, 
for example. They left here below zero F. I have also 
had trouble shipping them to Scandinavia and Russia. 
To ship overseas replacements cost as much as $60 a 
carton. The replacement lap is of course a total loss, as 
is the lap that delaminated. The Customer is inconve-
nienced, and has probably dismissed Gearloose as a 
pathetic incompetent.

A zero-strain polymer will match the thermal 
expansions better and will provide a chemical, not 
mechanical bond. Surprisingly, they cost more to 
make than the aluminum backings, but offer too many 
advantages to ignore.

1: Better bonding, and better dimensional stability.
2: A thicker lap that will provide more quality com-

fort.
3: Green types will appreciate the reduced energy 

consumption in the production of raw materials.
Aluminum refining has some pretty nasty chemistry 

that involves fluorides, and consumes such ferocious 
amounts of electricity that these factories cluster 
around hydro power installations.

Slowly over this year, the new construction products 
will replace all the aluminum backed products.

Eventually all the products on the 1/8" backing plates 
will be transitioned. The need to offer the "premium" 
thickness option will disappear, as the new backing 
plates will all be .300+ " thick.

In about a month customers who are eager to try 
one will be able to request the polymer option.

There will NOT be price increases. The higher cost 
of materials will be offset by easier machining, and 
the elimination of the warranty replacements. With 
half the business being export now, I HAVE to treat 
the overseas customers as if they are next door, and 
I cannot continue to have to ship free replacements 
worldwide.

The tests (Freezer to boiling) began last year. The 
very highly filled oxide or ceramic refractory laps will 

be done first. These are the ones most susceptible to 
temperature shock delamination.

In order they will be:
Greenway
Skyway
Creamway
Then Lightside and Darkside.
The Twistor™ will probably remain on the 1/4" Alu-

minum backing, simply because people expect metal 
for such laps. Technically, the polymer would probably 
be better.

When the products are completely shifted over, the 
"Heavy Weight" options for these laps will be dropped, 
and there will be no further need to stock them. The 
8" laps will be even thicker than the Heavy Option 
now offered. In short, EVERYTHING will be the extra 
thick option as common production.

The higher cost of the polymer backings would in 
part be offset by the easier machining, lower shipping 
weight, and less tool wear. In short, all will be the 
"Heavy" version but at the regular prices for the cur-
rent thinner production laps. Everyone wins."

That's very interesting. This, I believe, is good news. 
As I stated earlier, Marsh and Gearloose are striving to 
make our craft more enjoyable, give better results and 
to move us forward.

Here's a very brief rundown of my experiences with 
some of the Battlap products: 

Batt lap — charged with 60k diamond, this does a 
fine job on all minerals. I use the "Snake Oil", but any 
extender will do the job. — Polishing speeds of up to 
about 400-500 rpm generally. I follow Gearloose's rec-
ommendation of wiping the swarf as needed. I apply 
the diamond using the 60k Diastik.

Zinc lap — faster and more aggressive than a tin lap. 
I have it charged for prepolishing with 8k. It is said 
that 8k on the zinc is as aggressive as 3k on the softer 
tin. I concur. Again, Snake Oil, and wipe the swarf.

Greenway — great for beryl. I use it also for tourma-
line as first choice. — does well with garnet, tanzanite, 
sunstone, peridot. — I use my Lightning lap CeO side 
on any quartz. — when I use this lap, I just mist the 
lap with water, redoing that when the lap is almost 
completely dry. With a drip, I set the water drip at 
about one drop every 4- 5 seconds. When the facet is 
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dragging, I get a great, fast polish. Speed is on the slow 
side +/- 200-300 rpm.

Creamway — a zirconium oxide lap. – somewhat 
aggressive on quartz. — I need to use it more to offer 
much of an opinion — is said to be good for peridot 
and beryl 600 grit water soluable.

Diastik — leaves a very smooth surface on the cut.  I 
use it on a natural side of a Lightning Lap. Some use it 
on a Darkside, some use it on a dedicated Batt surface.

Matrix — this off-white / cream color lap is a poly-
mer ceramic — much easier to use than a true ceramic 
lap — very good for topaz and hard gems — must use 
very little diamond it 

Diamatrix — a harder version of the Matrix, but also 
easier to use than a true ceramic lap – Use this with 
Gearloose's 100k Blakstik (but also available in 200k)

When asked what laps to get if just starting out and 
on a budget, I humm and scratch my head. That's a 
BIG question. What I come up with is:

1. Lightning lap — CeO on one side, natural on the
other. These laps in the standard thickness are flat 
to the extent that I use mine to set up my dops after 

I change index gears. The ease and result of quartz pol-
ishing is outstanding.

2. Get the Battstiks. — one of each of the oxides (use
on the natural side of the LL)

3. A zinc lap
4. A Diastik in 8k (to charge and refresh the zinc lap)

— or 8k diamond powder (I use the stik as a refresher)
5. A Batt lap
6. A Diastik in 60k (to charge and refresh the Batt

lap)
7. A Diastik in 100k , but only if you wish to use the

other side of the Batt and think you need a
100k polish.
8. If the budget is still available, a Greenway.
From this beginning, one could certainly fill up your 

lap cabinet with the many laps available to faceters. 
Remember though, that the more laps you have, the 
more confused you might make yourself. (But the one 
who has the most, wins! lol )

I wish each of you happy polishing. May you not 
get too confused by the many choices available to us. 
Above all, keep your patience, don't get frustrated, and 
take your time. ◆
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TOURMALINE
Extracts from an article by Sylvia LaCroix; From FACETS No. 468, February 2014 

Edited by Howard Bromley
Tourmaline

Extracts from an article by Sylvia LaCroix
From FACETS No. 468, February 2014

Edited by Howard Bromley

The chemical formula is XY3Al6B3Si6(OH)4 where X can be Na or Ca, Y can be Mg, Li, AI or Fe+3. The 
rest, Al6B3Si6(OH)4, is an aluminium boron silicate.

Varieties
1. Elbaite- pink-green
2. Schorl- black
3. Dravite- brown
4. Verdelite-green
5. Rubellite- pink-red
6. Indicolite-blue
7. Siberite- violet to red purple
8. Achroite- white or colorless

Indicolite is the proper name for Blue Tourmaline. These come from Brazil and Sri Lanka. Indicolite is
typically a clean gemstone and ranges in shade from medium light to medium dark blue. It is a highly 
valued collectors’ gemstone.

Paraiba Tourmaline was discovered in Brazil in 1989. It was called Electric then Neon. It has a copper
content of up to 2.3% by weight CuO. This was said to contribute to its rich color. The most expensive
tourmaline is this 192 carat Paraiba valued at 25 million dollars. It is set in the famous necklace, Ethereal
Carolina Divine Paraiba.

Red Tourmaline is called Rubellite because the deepest shades appear to be Ruby-like Red. It has strong 
pleochroism. Rubellite usually has visible inclusions. If the stone is clean it may be a pink tourmaline. 
They may have been cobalt irradiated to enhance and stabilize the color. This is a permanent process 
and does not in any way affect the stone.

The Chrome Tourmaline is an intense green similar to some emeralds and tsavorite garnet. It is more
expensive than green tourmaline. Green is valued at about $20-250/ct, Chrome at about $45-450/ct.

Purple tourmaline (Siberite) is not well-known. There is also Orange and Yellow Tourmaline. Pure,
saturated yellow tourmaline is very rare. It is sometimes called "Canary Tourmaline”.
There is gray and black. The black (Schorl) is almost opaque. Achroite is colorless.

There is also Watermelon Tourmaline, because the inside is pink like the inside of a watermelon.
Liddicoatite is parti-colored, meaning more than three colors can be seen. It has calcium and lithium, 
which produce violet and red colors. It may also be colored by manganese, chromium and titanium. 
These elements create the banding and the triangular pattern. This tourmaline is found almost exclusively 
in Madagascar. This variety of tourmaline is marked by color banding and a three-ray star resembling a
Mercedes auto logo.

There is also colour changing tourmaline discovered near the Usambara Mountains in Tanzania near the
border of Kenya. The Usambara crystals appear green, but in transmitted light show a sharp color change 
to red when the crystal reaches a certain thickness.

Physical and Chemical Properties
The hardness is 7 to 7.5, the luster is vitreous. The Refractive Index is 1.624 -1.644. The birefringence is
0.02. This is the difference in the RI range. The Specific Gravity is about 3.10 and this also varies with 
color. There is no cleavage. The fracture is conchoidal. The crystal form is hexagonal or trigonal. All 
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tourmaline crystals have a rounded triangular cross section. The density ranges from 3.0 to 3.12,
depending on the color of the tourmaline.

Colors. Tourmaline occurs in every color of the rainbow as well as combinations of two or three colors. It 
has the widest color variation of any gemstone. More than 100 hues are available (white, colorless, red, 
blue, green, orange, yellow, brown, pink, purple, gray, black and multicolored). There are bicolor and 
tricolor tourmalines, with bands of color.

Sometimes the colors are at different ends of the crystal and sometimes there is one color in the center of 
the crystal and another around the outside. One color with a pink center and a green rind is called
"watermelon tourmaline", seedless, of course.

Pleochroism can be seen in a double refractive stone. In this slide a bluish green is seen along the 
vertical axis and yellow green along the horizontal.

Treatments
Pink or red may be heat or cobalt irradiated, which is a permanent process. However rubellites have
inclusions and it isn't always safe to heat treat them. Heat may make dark shades paler but may cause
crystals to lose water and may make crystals more brittle. Irradiation: maybe pink and red, maybe yellow
or orange.

Cutting tourmaline
The rough may determine how the tourmaline will be cut, shall it be cabbed, elongated, oval or round. If 
the rough has small parallel fibers, it probably should be cut as a cabochon as a cat's eye. Small pea size 
may be cut as oval or round. Watermelon should be cut perpendicular to the long axis.

The crystal may display two distinct different colors. One color is viewed through the "A/B" axis (flat side 
of the crystal and the other color is seen through the “C" axis (lengthwise down the crystal). When 
tourmaline is cut in a standard round brilliant, the color that reflects out of the top will be a mix of all the 
colors. Sometimes it can be a problem because the two axes can have different colors.

Sometimes the C axis can be black or too dark. If the C axis is too dark, it is best to cut the stone in a
rectangle or square shape. Orient the stone so the pavilion facets that are in line with the bad C axis can
be cut at a high angle such as 63-72 degrees. The steep angles may reduce the reflection of the C axis.
The crown can have a different design such as opposed bar, cushion shape or emerald. 
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Celtic 
Wilf Ross 

North York Facetors Guild 1999 
Edited by John Broadfoot 2014 

This cut has been included as a workshop exercise for the upcoming AFG Seminar in Celtic Country at Glen Innes. 
Let’s see if we can have a display case just for Celtic designs.  Bring your finished stones to Glen Innes. 
The main object of this design is to ensure that the frosted cross is visible under the table as shown in the figure at 
the bottom of the page.  Pavilion steps 6, 7 and 8 are left unpolished, i.e., frosted.  An alternative is to leave facets 
1 and 5 frosted.
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Eureka Cross 
Late Kel Smith, Vic AFG 

GemCad by Felix Kirshhofer, 2008 
Kel designed this cut for the Unique Australian Design Competition for 2000.  The Eureka Cross is based on the 
famous Eureka Flag flown at the Stockade in Ballarat during an uprising in 1854 by gold miners in protest to the 
taxes and fees for Miners’ Licenses and non-representation in Government.  This marked the beginning of 
Democracy in Australia.   
This cut was set for the Novice Section of the 2002 AFG Competition.  (Note:  The Swiss spelling of January is Januar.) 
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Pentagon Cut for 96 Index 
Brian Brown, Gold Coast, Qld 
GemCad by Ian Baxter, AFG 

A Meet Point version was computed from indices and angles supplied by Brian.  Only a single pavilion and crown 
main angle was given which meant quite a lot of angle chasing was required when cutting the original list.  After the 
trials Brian reported "Cut very nicely, and looks great.  I'm happy with it". 
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SPHAL3.GEM 
From:  Stonechat No. 104 Spring 2014, UKFG 

This is quite a shallow cut which might suit those darker garnets or sapphires.  The crown may be a bit busy but 
could be modified by cutting the table after crown facet D.  See alternative Crown designs below. 
The pavilion of this design is the same as that for the square cushion PC09070 previously published in Facet Talk 
for sapphire.  See Square Cushion Modified for Sapphire (John Broadfoot, 2007) Facet Talk 184, Page 15. 
Another Challenge:  This design needs a description for the sequence. 
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Rectangular Cushion 1.40 
John Broadfoot 2014 

Answer to Challenge by Geoff Jones 
Thank you for another interesting challenge.  I would look at the size of the material and decide on the Length first 
and work from there. This is the GemCad sequence that I have created.  I have a piece of dark Smoky Quartz 
about the right length to width ratio and will try the design in GemRay and see how it goes.   
See Facet Talk 196 for the original design and compare the sequence. 
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   Marco says: “A quite easy OMNI barion oval brilliant. This is another design aimed at recutting poorly cut stones. It-
cuts relatively fast and the resulting stone is very sparkling, and with a classical look. 
   I set the angles so it can be cut also in quartz, but for much higher RI's it could be a good idea to raise the crown a little 
and making the pavillion a little shallower. Anyway cutting with these angles a high RI material would result in a very 
good stone nevertheless.” 
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Simple Heart Revision
Original by Jeff Graham (USFG Novice Competition)

Revision for Preform by John Broadfoot 2014
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Ten Star Low Angle Froster
Bob Mays/Converted to 80 gear by Steve Richards
Angles for R.I. = 1.610
41 + 10 girdles = 51 facets
10-fold radial symmetry
80 index
L/W = 1.051  T/W = 0.600  U/W = 0.571
P/W = 0.476  C/W = 0.143
Vol./W³ = 0.256

PAVILION
1 50.00° 80-08-16-24-32-

40-48-56-64-72
2 90.00° 80-08-16-24-32-

40-48-56-64-72
3 45.00° 04-20-36-52-68
4 30.00° 12-28-44-60-76

CROWN
A 39.00° 80-08-16-24-32-

40-48-56-64-72
B 20.00° 80-08-16-24-32-

40-48-56-64-72
7  0.00° Table

Pravilion #3 is frosted
F:\Archives\Clients\USFG\201406~1\Articles\21DESI~1\TENSTA~1.GEM

Design Error Correction:
I put the design called Ten Star Angle Froster into 
GemCad and found two errors. 

The design is 10 fold radial symmetry and tiers #2 & 
3 have the indexes transposed. Tier 2 at 40.00 degrees 
should have index 04-20-36-52-68 and tier 3 should 
have indices 12-28-44-60-76. Chuck McCoy

Editor’s Note: Thanks for the design correction, 
Chuck!
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Rob Kulakofsky: Color Wright
Faceting accessories at discount prices and 
select faceting rough. Also slabs, cabbing 
and carving rough, cabochons, beads and 
more! Visit our warehouse at the Tucson 
Show.

 http://www.color-wright.com
 rk2@color-wright.com 
 877-548-1439 (toll-free)

Marsh Howard: The “LL” Lightning 
Lap™ 
Lapidary solutions for the 21st Century 

 http://www.Lightninglap.com
http://www.MagDop.com 
 facetor98@yahoo.com 

 423-396-9793

John Franke: Facet Shoppe
Since 1990, we have promoted the art of 
gem cutting by offering information, rough 
& cut gemstones, lapidary equipment & 
supplies for faceters of all skill levels. Write 
or call for free price list.

 http://www.gemcutter.com
 facet@gemcutter.com 

 360-443-6313

Jerry Newman: Gemart Services
Custom gemstone faceting and lapidary 
service including repair/recutting of dam-
aged stones. Exclusive dealer for the Vargas 
Pol-A-Gem laps for superior scratch-free 
gemstone polishing. 

 http://www.gemartservices.com
 info@gemartservices.com 

 760-770-6599

John Kilian: The Kilian Collection 
Faceted gemstones, gem rough and crys-
talized mineral specimens. The web site is 
being revised and currently unavailable.

 Modification in process
 john331@comcast.net

 206-963-9065 • 520-229-3209

CJP Gems 
Natural and synthetic faceting and cabbing 
rough and lapidary equipment. 

 http://www.cjpgems.com
 cjprice5052@yahoo.com 

 330-878-7295

Glenn Klein, G.G. Author, Historian, 
Competition Faceter
To learn the history of Faceting, and 
what equipment and methods were used 
through the centuries check my website, 
“Faceting History: Cutting Diamonds & 
Colored Stones,” and my brand new book, 
“Evolution of Faceting Machines,” which has 
information and lots of pictures of various 
faceting machines that have come about, 
especially in the past 75 years.
“EVOLUTION OF FACETING MA-
CHINES” 
(Centuries ago to present day) 
“FACETING HISTORY” 
(Cutting & polishing gemstones)
“LUCK & TIMING” 
(Risky flying experiences)

 http://www.glennklein.com
 glennklein@yahoo.com

Devon McRorie: Rock Peddler
Visit Prettyrock.com for faceting rough, 
Gemological identification tools, & Tu-
torials, Ultra-tec Faceting Machine, and 
Lapidary Supplies. Get listed in our free 
Faceters Gallery!

 http://www.prettyrock.com
 service@prettyrock.com

 704-641-9107

Jonathan L. Rolfe: Gearloose 
Online articles illustrate how to build your 
own laps, faceting machines, digital angle 
readouts for existing production machines. 
Some examples of Jon’s gem cutting appear 
as well as information about his BATT 
Lap. There are links to other gem cutting 
sites and organizations. 

 http://www.gearloose.com
 battpage@battlap.com

L. Bruce Jones, G.G., F.G.A., D.
Gem.G: Gemscientist
Gem research work and electron micro-
probe quantitative chemical analysis and 
inclusion identification. Raman confocal 
microscopy and x-ray diffractometry 
studies. Free gem IDs on colored stones for 
USFG Members. Currently authoring book 
on gem instruments.

 http://ww.gemscientist.com
 bruce@gemscientist.com

 +1 208-712-0172

Jean Marr: MystiCrystals
Gifts from the Heart of the Earth. Our 
searchable website features information 
about our show schedule, gemstone jew-
elry, faceted gemstones, custom faceting, 
gem trees, gem tree supplies, facet rough, 
and contains articles by Jean on gemology 
and faceting.

 http://www.mysticrystals.com
 sales@mysticrystals.com 

 336-595-3870

John Wright: Gems by John
Step by step faceting photos & instruc-
tions, faceting rough, faceted gemstones, 
custom & handmade jewelry with colored 
stones.

 http://www.gemsbyjohn.com
 JohnWright@gemsbyjohn.com 

 859-539-2407

Paul Head: GemCadWin Tutorial 
The file is in PDF format, consisting of 116 
pages and 240 figures. If sent as an email 
attachment the price is $50. If sent as a 
CD by surface mail the price is $55. Pay by 
check, cash, or money order. Free on line 
assistance will be available for registered 
buyers.

 dmhpah@cox.net

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please note that advertisements 
throughout the issue are provided 
for your information only, and do 
not represent an endorsement by 
the USFG.

Any USFG member with a faceting 
related business may have their 
site listed for free. Please send your 
information to:

Charlie Moon 
 cmoon822@gmail.com

Include: Name of business, web 
address, email address, telephone 
number and a brief (25 words or less) 
description of your business. You may 
also include a logo or design.

ADVERTISERS

http://www.color-wright.com
mailto:rk2%40color-wright.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.lightninglap.com
http://www.magdop.com
mailto:facetor98%40yahoo.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.gemcutter.com
mailto:facet%40gemcutter.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.gemartservices.com
mailto:info%40gemartservices.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
mailto:john331%40comcast.net?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.cjpgems.com
mailto:cjprice5052%40yahoo.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.glennklein.com
mailto:glennklein%40yahoo.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.prettyrock.com
mailto:service%40prettyrock.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.gearloose.com
mailto:battpage%40battlap.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.gemscientist.com
mailto:bruce%40gemscientist.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.mysticrystals.com
mailto:sales%40mysticrystals.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
http://www.gemsbyjohn.com
mailto:johnwright%40gemsbyjohn.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
mailto:dmhpah%40cox.net?subject=Inquiry%20from%20USFG%20member
mailto:cmoon822%40gmail.com?subject=Please%20add%20my%20business%20to%20the%20Advertising%20section%20of%20the%20Newsletter
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DUES AND NEWSLETTER POLICY
Membership cards are no longer being issued. Need to know when your mem-
bership expires? Your membership expiration date will be within the email 
containing your newsletter notification. 

All members receiving a DUES DUE issue will receive one more compli-
mentary issue bearing a FINAL REMINDER notation. 

For ALL members who elect not to renew their membership (and death is re-
ally the only acceptable excuse), the FINAL REMINDER will be your final issue. 

The USFG Newsletter is a quarterly publication of the United States Faceters 
Guild, published in March, June, September and December. It is delivered by 
email only, to all paid members of the Guild. Membership dues are an incredi-
bly reasonable $18 per year (USD) and are payable to the USFG Treasurer. 

Please help us grow the organization by recommending membership in the 
USFG to fellow faceters. 

Opinions expressed are those of the editor, contributing members, or quoted 
authors, and do not necessarily represent the United States Faceters Guild or 
its membership. 

The newsletter is for the express purpose of sharing information with the 
members and other faceting guilds, and has no intent to show preference to, 
or cause damage to, any person, group, product, manufacturer or commercial 
company. 

Newsletter Submissions
Correspondence concerning the content of the newsletter, exchange bulletins 
and newsletters should be sent to the editor. Items submitted for publication in 
the newsletter should be sent to the editor as well. The e-mail address for the 
new editor is: editor@usfacetersguild.org.

We’re always looking for new ideas and contributions to the content of the 
newsletter, so if you would like to make a suggestion or a submission, please 
e-mail the editor.

Please try to submit newsletter items no later than the 20th of the month 
preceding the publication date.

USFG Website
http://www.usfacetersguild.org/

USFG
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USFG INFORMATION

Alexander Wolkonsky
Billy Stringfellow

Brain Maxwell
Charles Moon

Don Dunn
Dr Vincent Bishop

Glenn Klein
Jack Gross

James Clarke
Jean Marr
John Bayer

John Cassity

Ralph Mathewson
Richard Golden

Robert Long
Sylvia Czayo

William Wilkie
Juris Peterson

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR USFG LIFE MEMBERS!

Only two qualifications to become a life member — be a member in good 
standing for 5 years & be 80 years of age or paid up thru that date. If you 
believe you might qualify, please contact Jeff Ford.

Officers 2014 
Will Smith, President

Lorne Grossman, Vice President

Keith Wyman, Secretary

Jeff Ford, Treasurer

Howard Bromley, Editor

Board of Directors
Jim Clark

Jenny Clark

Paul Newman

Jeff White

Michiko Huynh

Tom Maxwell

Appointed Staff 
Jeff Ford, Membership

Dan Linder, Webmaster

Derik Johnson, Assistant Editor

Membership/Treasurer 
Jeff Ford 
2410 N. 2nd St., Kalamazoo, MI 49009 USA 
 jeffinkzoo@sbcglobal.net

mailto:editor%40usfacetersguild.org?subject=Information%20concerning%20the%20USFG%20Newsletter%E2%80%A6
http://www.usfacetersguild.org/
mailto:jef%EF%AC%81nkzoo%40sbcglobal.net?subject=
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UNITED STATES FACETER’S GUILD 
Application for Membership  

Membership�to�the�USFG�is�open�to�faceters�or�people�interested�in�faceting�everywhere.�
Our�primary�goal�is�to�improve�the�art�and�science�of�faceting�through�our�newsle�er�and�
correspondence.�Our�secondary�goal�is�to�improve�competitions�and�competition�rules�both�
in�the�US�and�internationally.��O�cers�are�elected�every�two�years�for�2�year�terms,�taking�place�
in�even�years.�Members�will�receive�our�Quarterly�Newsle�er���usually�about�20�pages�each,�and�
the�right�to�participate�in�the�USFG�activities.�The�By�Laws�of�the�USFG�may�be�reviewed�at�our�
website:�h�p://www.usfacetersguild.org/docs/USFGbylaws.pdf��
�
Name�__________________________________________________________�Date�_______________________�

Street�Address�_________________________________________________�Telephone�____________________�

City,�State,�Zip�________________________________________________�E�mail�_______________________��

I�am�interested�in�becoming�a�faceter�______���������������I�have�been�faceting�for_________�yrs��

I�have�a�display�case�____�12�stones�____�20+�stones�____��������Educational�_____�Other�______________��

Competition�experience/�Certications:�Junior_____�Novice�_____�Intermediate/PreMaster�_____�Master�______�

Which�machine(s)�do�you�cut�with?�_________________________________________________________��

Do�you�cut�commercially?�____________________________�����������Are�you�a�dealer?��______________________��

Have�you�given�talks�or�wri�en�articles�on�faceting?�_________________________________________________��

Special�talents�or�interests�to�share?�________________________________________________________________��

** Membership (all locations) is $18 USD for one (1) year please remit US funds only. **
As a convenience members may choose to renew for multiple years at $18 per year

Please make checks payable to the “USFG”  
Mail this form with payment to: Newsletter Delivery Format

USFG Treasurer
c/o Jeff Ford
2410 N 2nd St  
Kalamazoo, MI 49009

Downloadable via the web
Adobe PDF - Portable Document Format
March – June – September - December  

Email notification will be sent to current members with password to 
open the document.

E-mail for the Treasurer: treasurer@ usfacetersguild.org E-mail for the Editor: editor@usfacetersguild.org

Please feel free to copy or use the back of this form for additional information or special instructions.

Membership questions may be sent to Jeff Ford or  membership@usfacetersguild.org

Please circle one

New Membership Renewal Returning Member

Membership to the USFG is open to faceters or people interested in faceting everywhere. 
Our primary goal is to improve the art and science of faceting through our newsletter and 
correspondence. Our secondary goal if to improve competitions and competition rules 
both in the U.S. and internationally. Officers are elected every two years for two year terms, 
taking place in even years. Members will receive our Quarterly Newsletter — usually about 
20 pages each, and the right to participate in USFG activities. the By-Laws of the USFG may 
be reviewed at our website: http://www.usfacetersguild.org/docs/USFGbylaws.pdf

USFG

UNIT
ED STATES

FACETERS GUILD

USFG MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
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